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eeves Says County Tax Rate Should Be $1.60
arch Of Dimes
erely Creeping
re, Wilcox Says

Red Cross Fund
Campaign To Be
In Seven Parts

FAIRYLAND FOLLOWS ICY RAIN

ance Lost Money;
nly $600 Of $2,200
uota Has Been Conibuted Thus Far
o put it bluntly, the March of
es is merely creeping in
dwell county.
he dance, which was expected
ake the biggest single contri'on to the campaign, actually
money, Joe Wilcox, campaign
' man, said. Preparation had
n made for at least 100 couples,
approximately 30 came, he
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Each To Have Own
Quota And Chairman;
Mrs. Boitnott To Have

Charge Of Displays

State Revenue Chief
Says Re-assessment
Here Is 'Excellent Job'

The Red Cross campaign which
will open March 7 has been divided into seven parts, each with its
own quota and chairman, R. S.
Gregory, fund chairman, said
this week.
The committees are advance
and business, $1,350 quota, E. L.
Williamson chairman; industrial,
$450, Edwin Lamb; special contributions, $450, John E. Young;
city residential; $600, Mrs. J. J.
Rosenthal; rural division, $500, R.
A. Mabry; booths, $350, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, and Fredonia $300,
Mrs. William M. Young.
Quota for the entire campaign
Atlanta,
broken and bent at
is $4,000, and the work will be
Residents of the West End section examine ice coated trees which are
the city a fairyland appearance. concentrated into two weeks, Mr.
Ga., (Jan. 31) following an all night icy rain which gave much of
normal after several hours of Gregory said.
Communication and transportation facilities were being restored to
Mrs. Don Boitnott, Hopkinsville
power failure.(AP Wirephoto)
road, will have charge of displays
in connection with the drive, J.
E. Neel, publicity chairman, said.
Flannels—

Farm Bureau Firm
For Fair Assessment

Says Review By Board Of Supervisors Should Be
According To Members' Oath; Believes Taxpayers Will Be Satisfied; Leader Will Publish
Full List After February 17

Directors of the Caldwell CounCaldwell county property owners should pay a rate of
ty Farm Bureau, at a specia
hneeting at the courthouse Wed $1.60 on their 1948 property assessments, as against the
nesday afternoon, adopted, the $2.35 rate they paid on the 1947 assessment, State Revenue
following resolution regarding the Commissioner H. Clyde Reeves advised County Judge Clyde
• s than $600 of the $2,200
recent re-assessment of property Wood in a letter received here Wednesday morning from
ta has been contributed, with
in the county:
Frankfort.
five of approximately 150
"The directors of the Caldwell
The Revenue Commissioner for the next fiscal year as comparinbeing
contributions
onal
County Farm Bureau recognize again stated his position on the ed with the current year.
Wilcox
Mr.
ased this year,
that the property in the county tax rate, as he did when he first
As you know, the assistance
ed.
has for several years not been agreed last summer to lend assist- which Mr. Jack Kennedy and Mr.
Donations from business
assessed on a fair and equitable ance to county officials here in Morton Brashears gave the counhave been cut 50 to 75
basis, nor have sufficient funds re-assessing county property to ty without cost to it this year was
been available to keep the physi- put it all on a fair and equitable on an emergency basis. They are
cent under last year and many
cal prqperties of our county school basis. Mr. Reeves reminded Judge men well acquainted with properonal contributions are being
"We
system in a condition commend- Wood of his obligation to de- ty valuation in western Kentucky
ed,' the chairman said.
able to our county and for the crease the tax rate "in the same and have, under the circumstanat a l0.43 to explain it unless
Keep Those
best interest of our children. We proportion" as the assessment has ces, done an excellent job. No
pie think times are going to
also recognize that some inequ- been raised.
doubt, however, mistakes have
a lot harder this year than
G. Hog Saw Shadow
Clements Grants Funds
alities in assessment still exist,
All the folks who rejoiced
"Pointing out that the two been made. The Board of Superafter the recent reassessment of State Revenue Department em- visors which you have appointed
so over Wednesday's bright
hildren of St. Paul's school
For Improvement Of
Winner To Get $10
composed of men
K. U. Windows To Hold
property in our county.
sunshine might feel a little
e 100 percent to the Mara
ployes, Jack Kennedy and Mor- is, I understand,
'In Kentucky' Magazine
And Dictionary From
"We, therefore, recommend ton Brashears, who have been well qualified to review the asgloomier when they realize
Dimes, each bringing a filled
Knots, Books
Flags,
Earle
Gov.
Frankfort—AP —
Mr. Groundhog had a wondt card, Mr. Wilcox said.
Sponsoring Newspapers Clements granted $9,000 to the that the board of upervisors give here helping Mrs. S. J. Larkin sessments of those who feel that
And Pictures
careful consideration and make
erful opportunity to see his
ause of the slow response to
The annual spelling bee spon1948 assessment, "ha‘e their property has been assessed
Conservation Department Tues- necessary adjustments to bring with the
Patrol flags, the district flag,
shadow. That means red flanMarch of Dimes, the cammade mistakes'„ Com- too high and to correct such errors
sored by The Courier-Journal and
doubt
no
day to improve distribution of about a fair and equitable assess,
will be extended through Scout knots, field manuals, Scoutnels, boots and earmuffs for
The Louisville Times will take
says that under as may have been made.
Reeves
missioner
the State magazine, "In Ken- ment of property in the county,
another six weeks, until
tirday, Feb. 5, Chairman Wil- ing books, and pictures of Scout
I suggest that at the opening of
place in Caldwell county Saturcircumstances, he believes
the
all
tucky."
in order that each taxpayer may
March 15, to be exact. That's
announced. All contributions activities will be on display after
their first meeting that you adday, Feb. 26, in the courthouse,
Commissioner bear his fair share of the taxes his representatives "have done an
Conservation
what the old-timers say, anyexpected to be in by that time, Friday in the Kentucky Utilities
minister the oath prescribed for
county
supschool
Clifton Chit,
job".
excellent
took
he
when
said
necessary to support a program
windows, Gene Barret, Scoutway, and knowing the vagar- 'crintendent, announced Tuesday. Henry Ward
said.
them by KRS 133.020 that reads
apof
Supervisors,
Board
The
was
magazine
over last year, the
of improvement for our county
master, Troop 39, said Wednesies Of Kentucky weather, we
The bee will be oral and about
pointed some two weeks ago, will as follows:
coming out late, and that it would and its educational facilities.
day.
are inclined to agree.
30 spellers are expected to enter,
"You swear that you will
anians Hear Talk
begin hearing taxpayers' obfiscal year
one
in
issues
five
take
that
recommend
"We
further
This display is in honor of Boy
Mr. Chit Said. The winner will
to the best of your ability
jections to their 1948 assessments
added
He
date.
to
up
it
bring
to
Court
take
the
Fiscal
County
Coal's Importance
Scout week, being observed all
receive a check for $10, a system
discharge the duties requirthat $1,700 would be spent on steps to adjust the present tax Monday morning, Feb. 7, under
rt Moore, manager of the over the nation February 6-12.
championship certificate, a lapel
ed of you and that yea will
hearthe
It
complete
law.
will
the
subscribers'
print
to
equipment
rate in accordance with the retucky Coal Sales agency, was
Special note of the week will
medal and a dictionary from the
not assess intentionally any
names and addresses on the mag- assessment of property to a figure ings Thursday, Feb. 17.
t speaker at Wednesday's be taken at Thursday night's
sponsoring newspapers. Local
property at a higher or lowthem.
typing
replace
Subsequent to this review and
to
i/Me,
to
the
produce
only
necessary
ting of the Kiwanis Club, for meetings next week, with history
awards are yet to be ,arranged,
er refittve valne than the
'That will save $000 an issue," he revenue needed'for efficient op- as soon as is mechanically pOssi• h the Home Ec girls of But- of Scouting presented and ntentMr. Clift said, and will be anassessment of ether property
explained.
eration of our county's business. ble, The Leader will publish the
High School were hostesses, ion made of some of the great
K. U. Representative
nounced next week.
of the same class in the
4,000
some
to
running
list,
full
the
hereafter
that
said
Quoted
Motion
Ward
Is
r supervision of Mrs. Earl Scouting figures, Mr. Barret said.
This is the twenty-fifth year the
- county."
From Lexington
be published
The following was taken from names, showing the 1947 and the
, teacher. Mr. Moore told of
Troop 39 will meet at the
papers have sponsored the pro- spring issue would
This oath in effect describes all
of
each
piece
on
1948
assessment
15
June
issue
summer
di.
minutes of the Farm Bureau
importance of the coal in- Christian Church, and Troop 42, Makes Presentation
gram. When the bee first started, March 15,
County Board;
The Quinn 4-H club received county winners went to Louis- and so on, as a result of the extra rectors' meeting July 10, 1948, in real estate, town lots and farm of the duties of the
try in the State and said the Joe Weeks, Scoutmaster, will
namely, that of listing and assess$20 from Kentucky Utilities Mon- ville to compete in a state contest. money transferred from the gov- special session to consider the lands.
posed manufacture of synthe- meet at the Methodist Church.
proposed tax equalization probBroken down into its compon- ing omitted property and of seegasoline from coal held great
Troops are already making day night at a dinner meeting at This plan was abandoned several ernor's emergency fund.
from
clubs
for
ents
lem.
parts, the tax rate which Mr. ing that assessments brought beSchool
High
Butler
the
in
area.
mise for this
tentative plans for entries
years ago.
moa
"After
some
discussion,
prize
this
Reeves
advised Judge Wood "can fore it, as prescribed by KRS
of
Half
district.
this
Scout Circus in April.
tion was made by Z. D. Orange be renduced to $1.60" is as fol- 133.120, are assessed equitably
money was for being the most
and seconded by C. E. George that lows: Real estate, from 50 to 34 with other property in the counoutstanding club in the county To Spend Holidays
Rumsey Taylors Attend
we approve the resolution sub- cents; road and bridge tax, from ty. Having done this, I am conin 1948, and the other half for With Relatives
Dedication Of Chapel
mitted asking the County Judge 20 cents to 14 cents; hospital, from fident the Board will have satisbeing the second outstanding
Cadets from Castle Heights
and other officep to take the 10 cents to 7 cents, and school fied the taxpayers that the assessLebanon,
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor club in the district.
Military Academy,
Work
Line
Telephone
proper steps to get assessible (county) tax, from $1.50 to $1.00. ment has been fairly made and
returned Sunday night from
weekend
arrive
this
will
secretary,
Tenn.,
Eleanor Crenshaw,
that there will be no substantial
ill Seek More Cows
property in Caldwell county all
Finished
Georgetown where they attended and Mrs. G. C. Crenshaw and to spend the winter holidays with
Be
Should
Mr. Reeves' letter, in full, folin the assessment.
change
chapel
on
equal
percentage
on
new
a
assessed
of
dedication
the
lows:
Mrs. L. L. Hopkins, leaders, rep- relatives. They are Campbell H. By February 10
or Artificial BreedWhen this is done I am sure
a State average. Motion carried."
building on the Georgetown Col- resented Quinn club. R. A. Ma- Cameron who will visit his paradded
Wood
0.
be
will
Clyde
Mr.
Telephone service
that the county rate which was
9 Association
lege campus. Mr. Taylor is a bry, county agent, was also pres- ents, Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Cameron;
Caldwell County Judge
to approximately 30 homes in
50 cents can be reduced to 114
11 farmers who have signed member of the college board of ent from Caldwell county.
Oscar Cantrell, his parents, Mr.
Wins
Princeton, Kentucky
the Scottsburg community when Cadet Cameron
cents, that the road and bridge
s to be included in a pro- trustees. They heard T. Russ Hill,
Representatives from other and Mrs. Rudy Cantrell, and Neil the Southern Bell line is extendDear Judge Wood:
bond rate, which was 20 cents,
Promotion
Another
artificial breeding associa- who is well known here, deliver counties were Mary Eades, sec- Dunbar, his aunts, Mrs. Bessie
Cedar Bluff to the resiBattalion Sergeant Major
This acknowledges your recent can be reduced to 14 cents, that
, to include Caldwell, Lyon. one of the principal dedicatory retary and S. A. Stroube, leader, Harmon and Miss Maggie Dunbar. ed from
dence of Mrs. Damon Morris, Campbell H. Cameron, based upon letter which was a reiteration of the hospital rate, which was 10
enden and Trigg counties, addresses Sunday afternoon. Mr. South Christian club, winner in
Hopkinsville Road, about two his academic and efficiency your pledge made in a telephone cents, can be reduced to 7 cents,
asked to meet at the court- Hill is president of the Rex-Air Christian county; Miss Mary ElWill
League
Layman's
a half miles, R. C. Tuck, record, and upon the recommend- conversation to me on last July and that the school rates, which
and
comthe
delivered
and
se here Saturday, Feb. 5, at Corp.,
len Murray, home demonstration
Bell district manager, ation of his professor of military 24 to the effect that if assess- were $1.50, can be reduced to
Southern
Night
Butler
Meet
Monday
for
'clock, to outline a plan for mencement address
agent, Christian; Wilson E. Hill,
Wednesday.
said
science, has been promoted to be ments were raised as a result of $1.00.
years
High graduates here a few
e members.
Layman's League of First
president, and Mrs. Vera Stemnoted
The construction work should cadet master sergeant, according our assistance to Mrs. S. J. LarkWith these adjustments public
nationally
a
is
He
ago.
a
will
have
Church
Christian
club,
Grove
Shady
leader,
is necessary to have 1,200
bridge,
by _February 10, pre: IA information received this week inc.ths Causity_Tax Commissios-. Im‘etion j.C,aictwell county will, „.
belinished
attended
Mr-..Taylor.alact
cPP.ker
63O
at
.
ocIock'
ctinnerxneet.tag
cousity,a.nd
worrier in. Crittenden--PitstIltd- betake,tang sasoci54
Kentuck:y.COM":"inii-ABe' vng the.weatlawrilnes nothalt from taistie. freights- Alllitarg es; ift -equelisitqcvroperty valua- be supported as. well sia:befoivi7--74,2":.
can be formed, R. A. Mabry, a meeting of the
0. M. Shelby, county'agent, Grit, Monday night, Feb.;
Academy, where young Cameron tions that it would be your pur- the taxpayers as a whole will be
for Higher Education at tenden.
by operations, Mr. Tuck said:
mission
will
served
be
Dinner
church.
agent, said, and only 718
Next summer Kentucky Utili- is a senior student.
pose to decrease tax rates in the paying no more taxes than prevFrankfort last week.
Lyon and Livingston counties a committee from the Women's
been pledged thus far.
these poles to
same proportion.
iously; and the taxes will be placWin- Council. An octet from Butler ties plans to use
representatives.
send
not
did
ere are plenty of cows in
string light wires, giving that Young People Conduct
ed upon an equitable basis.
Miss
by
directed
High
School,
that
work
the
result
of
a
610.
county
received
As
each
ners
in
Sunday
Rites
county alone to put this Last
community electric service, R. S.
Caldwell county will no longer
has been done on assessments this
Awards were presented by E. R. Nancy Stowers, will present a
ject over," Mr. Mabry said For Lucien Ruby
Gregory, district K. U. manager, Services At Fredonia
program.
musical
of
director
service
year real estate values have been be grossly overtaxing some of its
farm
PresbyFirst
people
of
Young
ought to be easy to enrol the • Funeral services for Lucien Murphy,
said Wednesday.
Lexington. Other K. U.
Increased from $5,593,296 to $8,- citizens and undertaxing others.
uired number from the four Ruby, 63, retired prominent busi- K. U.,
This same co-operative plan is terian Church, Fredonia, had
present were It. Home From Hospital
All property, including This practice, which amounts to
810,494.
representatives
serSunday
morning
of
in the Fre- charge
ties interested and we hope nessman of Madisonville and ProMrs. K. L. Martin returned to to be put into effect
district manager,
assessed by the Coun- taxing one person in order to
real
estate,
Gregory,
S.
part
were
took
et help of farmers who al- vidence, for many years a memdonia-Kuttawa sector of State vices. Those who
subject to give another a bounty, will have
ty
Tax
Commissioner
Princeton, and Orlyn Love, Mar- her home on N. Harrison street
said. The Jo Ann York, Mary Louise Cana• have joined the movement ber of Ruby & Company, building
Wednesday following treatment Highway 93, the officials
increas- been stopped and the people of
has
been
rates
local
tax
ion.
work will begin at the Kuttawa da, James York, Jane Belt, Marobtaining tWe remainder of contractors, were held at Madied from $6,581,788 to $10,405,390. the county will have an opporAfter a dinner served by the the last week at Princeton Hosyouth
and
the
Holloman
cella
Mineral
Kuttawa
near
COWS needed", he said.
afternoon.
end,
sonville Saturday
In other words, last year's assess- tunity to determine, after the
home economics department of pital. Mrs. Martin received a
He died Friday morning after Butler High School, club repre- broken wrist and head injuries in Springs, and extend about choir.
ment after the blanket increase fiscal year 1949-50, whether they
where
Fredonia
five miles toward
a long illness.
ry Brenda Improving
40 percent on town lots and 20 want to continue to pay taxes at
of
sentatives gave reports on 1948 a fall at her home. Her condition
U.
K.
a
‘
the new line will join
Of Frank Giannini percent on farm acreage was only the present rate to support pubSister
projects is reported to be satisfactory.
stressing
activities,
er Lung Is Collapsed
line already running to that point
which helped them to win in the
63 percent of the assessment this lic functions at the present standClint Ladd Champion
Dies At Florida Home
from Fredonia.
rry Brenda is improving at
From
Home
Hospital
contests.
year. It is believed that other ards, or if they want to decrease
county
to
called
WAS
Giannini
Frank
The Southern Bell's part of the
home in Fredonia after a At Pleasant Grove
subject to local taxation taxes and have less public servalues
K. U. made awards in the 72 After Major Operation
sudthe
by
Fla.,
Lauderdale,
received offi- Ft.
k's treatment In Vanderbilt VC1int Ladd is Dark tobacco
Mrs. Neal Angel is recuperat- project already has
counties it serves to encourage
den death Saturday, Jan. 22, of during the next fiscal year may vices, or increase them and pre
and
said,
Tuck
Mr.
tal, Nashville, Tenn., for a champion in the Pleasant Grove
approval,
cial
He increase correspondingly. This vide better service.
more and better 4-H club work. ing satisfactorily at her home,
expects approval of his sister, Mrs. J. J. Clinton.
Psed lung. Mrs. Brenda was community, The Leader corresSanford, Fla., after a recent ma- Mr. Gregory
Sincerely yours,
by Mrs. Gian- justifies and demands that the
accompanied
was
soon,
project
her son during the treat- pondent reports. Mr. Ladd grew
jor operation, her brother, Harry its portion of the
and the school should de- H. Clyde Reeves,
Is
begin until nini and Dr. and Mrs. Frank county
cannot
t. Jerry is still under the 2,372 pounds of tobacco on slight- Mrs. Lucian Greer
Work
said.
he
Mr.
said
Monday.
Joiner, Jr.,
crease their rates about one-third Commissioner of Revenue
Reported Recuperating
it is Giannini and son, Tom.
Y care of a local physician.
ly less than one acre.
Sr., are spring, Mr. Tuck said, and
Mrs. Lucian Greer is in a sat- and Mrs. Harry Joiner,
manU.
K.
the
certain"
"fairly
isfactory condition following an with her.
ager stated, his company's ap- Sister Of Mrs. Taylor
operation in an Evansville, Ind., fr
Leaves Hospital
proval will come before then
Mrs.
hospital, her daughter,
Mrs. A. K. Miller, of Tulsa,
Daffodils
Saturday;
Byron Williams, said Tuesday.
Okla., who has been a patient at
Ill
Stowers
Miss
Zero Monday
Mrs. Greer will have to undergo
Princeton Hospital the last three
Miss Nancy Stowers, public weeks under treatment for a
two more operations, Mrs WilBy Pennyriler
been
has
school music instructor,
Caldwell county children had ened with floods because of Janheart ailment, returned to the
or
jonquils,
Daffodils,
'ds on construction of the new for th4 construction contract. Ten liams said.
confined to her room thia week home of her sister, Mrs. Fred their first opportunity of the uary's heavy rainfall.
made a bright spot on our
•well County4iWar Memorial plumbing and heating contracton account, of a severe cold.
table Sunday, having been
Taylor, Sunday, where she is re- winter to use their sleds this
Princeton is safe from flood
pitai will be opened Tuesday, ors are bidding for that phase of Improving In Nashville
cuperating. Her daughter, Mrs. week when three and a half waters, but it was very damp
gathered from our backyard
• 8, at 2 o'clock in the after- the work and eight others for the
Mrs. Robert Morgan is improv111
Father
Carl Davenport, also of Tulsa, inches of snow fell Sunday night. here during January. Mr. Harrill
by Jackie Saturday. The
, Chairman Tom Simmons electrical contract, Mr. Simmons ing in the Vanderbilt Hospital,
0. W. Leftwich was called to remains at her bedside.
bright yellow Spring flowers
Nashville, Tenn., following a serMonday's slush became ice at recorded 8.75 inches of rain for
Wednesday, in the office of said.
Raymondville, Tex., last week by
had been fooled by the mild
night when the temperature drop- the month. This is riot a record, be
tY Judge Clyde 0. Wood,
Architect Sam C. Molloy and ious operation Wednesday of last
the serious illness of his father
January weather. Sunday
At Jennie Stuart
the fiscal' court reviewing members of the hospital building week, her son, Diek Morgan, told
ped to zero. This is a record low raid, although it is unusual for
Mrs. Herman Darnell, Route 3, for the winter, A. M. Harvill, of- this time of year.
night the blizzard started ar'lads and, presumably, award- comml&tee will meet with Judge The Leader Monday.
People who have felt it must
riving and Monday night
is ill in Jennie Stuart Hospital. ficial weather recorder here, said.
Called To Sturgis
a contract.
Wood hold the Fiscal Court to
rained every day during
have
temperature dropped to zero.
Mrs. Walter Carter and Mrs Hopkinsville.
eive contractors have asked open the bids and review them. Enters Texas School
Ice and snow have made drivJanuary may be surprised to
Now, botanists say, Spring
Fred Pasteur were called to SturPlans and only one has with- Personnel of the committee Is: G.
James O'Hara, son of Mr. and
ing
in
section
since
this
hazardous
know there was falling weather
flowers will really be scarce,
• n from the bidding, Mr. G. Ilartlilson, S. J. Lowry, R. S. Mrs. E. W. O'Hara, E. Main street,
gis this week by the serious ill- Has Mumps
come Spring.
Mrs. S J. Satterfield is ill of Sunday night The cold, however, only 15 days in the month, me
ness of their mother, Mrs. Mary
said, so the Fiscal Court Gregory, John E. 'Young, Wylie has enrolled in the University of
brought relief in areas threaten- snow, the others rain.
mumps at her borne.
H. Williamson.
Texas, Austin.
!o receive at least 11 bids Jones, and Mr. Simmons.

Spelling Bee Is
Scheduled Feb. 26

Display Planned
For Scout Week

Quinn 4-H Club
Receives- Award

rmers Of Four
unties To Meet

Open Hospital Bids
ere Tuesday, Feb. 8
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Scottsburg To Get
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Winter's First Sledding
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That Our Children May Be itSafe
means their own safety
There is being planned for Princeton
an organization to guard its most valuable asset, its children.
Kentucky Junior Troopers, whose job
It is to see that children are safe at
school crossings, will be activated as soon
as uniforms are available. The program is
sponsored by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
The Jaycees, however, have the vision
to realize that such a plan cannot exist
of itself alone, or with only one group
behind it. They ask other organizations of
the community to help, to see that this
safety patrol becomes an integral part of
the lives of the children, who are the life
of Princeton.
Children must be taught to obey the
troopers, not through fear of punishment,

but because
and the safety of a friend who may follow
their lead. They must become safety conscious, so they will obey traffic rules even
when a trooper is not there to direct their
steps.
At the same time motorists must realize the sign, "Slow—School", is more
than a decoration for the road. They must
realize troopers have the right to direct
traffic. Only a few mental defectives
would willingly harm a child, but many
persons carelessly do it.
Only a little time is needed to be careful.
This patrol is something co-operation
of town, organizations, schools and children can make a success.
All it takes is a small effort, and the
benefit is immeasurable.
It may save the life of a child.

The Tragedy Of General Chiang
One of the great names of this century stands in the shadow of defeat.
There was a time when Chiang Kaishek seemed synonymous with China.
For a brief, heroic period even his bitter
eneniies, the Chinese Communists, were
reconciled to his leadership as China
stood with its back to the wall and confronted almost with bare hands the Japanese invader.
For the degree of unity he was able to
bring to that mighty but divided land, for
the superb stubbornness of his refusal
to bow before overwhelming Japanese
force, for his rigid devotion to China's
destiny as he understood it, he will hold
an honored place in the history books.
But history has moved forward, while
the generalissimo has stood still. Old divisions have renewed and multiplied
themselves, ih his own camp as well as
between him and his Communist opponents. His unyielding emphasis on Confucian authority has grown as popular suppGrt of his shaken regime has waned. Fin-

ally, the division between him and the
people's will has become complete.
History records many such personal
tragedies. We are more concerned today
with the tragedy of a great people stumbling toward what may well be a far more
authoritarian regime than the one they
have turned from. China itself is passing
through the shadow.
Yet the people are greater than any
of the ruling powers which, throughout
history, have found themselves in the end
modified by them. The past 20 years have
shown the nation's stubborn resistance to
alien control as well as the new-found energies and capacities of the people when
their sympathies are enlisted behind a
cause they can believe in.
There is light ahead still. The resistance to Soviet-dominated communism
may take a very different form now.
China's destiny may not follow the path
laid down by General Chiang, but neither
will it follow abjectly the blueprint of
Comrade Stalin.
(Christian Science Monitor)

G.M.P.

Granny has been helping David
latterly with his lessons and Sister found this out last week. She
told David to invite the lady to
come to school and share his
learning that way . . , insisting
he receive no help at home. And
does this suit all the adults at our
house!
*
*
*
Kiwanis members were bragging on the good food they had at
last Wednesday's luncheon meeting . . . when Jewel Creasey
arose and announced this was the
last time they would get fed at
the Henrietta. School Supt. Pollard arose and said the Home Ec
girls would step into the breach,
temporarily, but made it clear this
is not a permanent solution of
the problem.
*
*
*
Monday was Franklin D. Roosevelt's birthday and State banks
(there is none here), State agencies' offices and workers observed
the official holiday in Kentucky.
*
a
*
Cliff Wood, doing some camam,
Cunningh
Mark
for
paigning
who is still the only announced
candidate for district governor of
Rotary International, was in the
Bowling Green postoffice last
week, just half an hour before
the bomb went off, injuring four
men, one of them critically. Cliff
lives right, he says.
• • •
At Carlisle, Nicholas county,

the city's packing meters collected
dimes last Saturday for the polio
March of Dimes campaign. The
Nicholas County Star urged all
motorists to put dimes, instead of
pennies, in the meters that day.
*
*
*
How many polio victims has
the March of Dimes helped, was
a question, posed recently . . .
and the answer, authoritative, is
110,000. at a cost of ;40,000,000
in 11 years.
*
*
*
A-B-C means "Always Be
Careful", says Safety Sue, pretty little blonde, who does, the
talking to other children in a
beautiful colorefl booklet devoted to safety on the public
streets and highways being dis
tributed here by the B. N. Lusby Co. here. This is a very attractive and appealing gesture in
public interests . . . may
the
save some precious young lives
hereabouts.
*
*
*
J. A. Carraway, Farmersville
community, took the Leader 50
years but let his subscription
lapse last year, he says, due to
illness. He got his name back
on the mailing list last week and
said he hoped to be a subscriber
he
another 50 years . . "gas
"cannot do without" this paper.
*
*
*
A Leader story abdut control
of epidemics in Caldwell county
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Fewer Holidays Suggested
Recently we have heard several cornplaints about local restaurants closing on
holidays. This was especially noticeable
Christmas Day and, indeed, works a hardship on roomers and tourists. There are
many people in Mt. Sterling who eat all
their meals out and when all restaurants
close at the ,same time these people are,
indeed, left in a bad spot. Too frequent
closing is a bad advertisement for any
town and we feel at least a few eating
places should be open at all hours,
In this connection we would also state
we have heard frequent complaints about
all the drug stores closing on Sunday
afternoons. This is decidedly inconvenient
to the doctors as well as patients and it
appears to us Mt. Sterling could adopt
the policy used in a number of other
towns where the drug stores take time
about in keeping their places open on
gagatimestopthigoiA

drug store would be open all day every
fourth Sunday, and the three stores which
would remain closed would have a sign
on their doors, giving the name of the
store that was open that day. Such a procedure would better serve the public and
certainly should not work any hardship
on the employers or employees. It is at
least a suggestion worth thinking about.
We are now approaching the time
when business is going to have to be
courted and we do not believe too frequent closing is going to - prove a good
drawing card for any town.
In our opinion, there are going to be
few stores which will not do a smaller
business in the next year or two than
they have in the immediate past—and
those who will suffer the least will be
those who give the best service, coupled
with honest merchandise.
...Ativer*.er

-.*
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Specilized Farming
By Ewing Galloway.
of mine sold $1,000 worth
neighbor
A
of strawberries off an acre of ground
last season. Maybe that was an exceptionally high yield. To avoid misleading
readers of this column, I'll tone the story
down to a $600 yield reported by another
Henderson county farmer. Both farmers
sold their berries on the roadside. Customers came and got them.
Peach growers in west Kentucky make
good profits, excepting years when big untimely freezes kill the fruit in the bud. In
this region apple orchards are fading out
in favor of peaches.
Frank T. Street, probably the largest
peach orchardist in Henderson county, insists peaches are by odds the more profitable fruit for Kentucky, regions far from
markets excepted, of course
Obviously the reason so many apple and
peach orchards have failed in the past is
that farmers thought all they had to do to
make money with fruit trees was to plant
them and let nature to the rest. These
farmers failed because they didn't even
take the trouble to learn the simple rules
of fruit growing, much less do the work
right.
A few years ago a Webster county
farmer with thin, red clay hill ground
planted a small peach orchard, probably
eight acres. Before he planted a single
tree he learned how to take care of an orchard. Naturally, he manured, fertiliud
the ground, because he knew that a good
peach will not grow unless the chemicals

in the soil are exactly what his trees
needed. More. recently he planted more.
The orchard is paying off.
A county agricultural agent will always
make soil tests for farmers and tell them
what their soil needs to.make good fruit.
Strawberries need lots of phosphate, but
no farmer should use that chemical until
he has ascertained how much his soil
needs.
What today's piece started out to be
was a brief for specialized farming. In
one locality it may be strawberries, in
another, peaches, or both; in still another,
apples or pears or raspberries. Hancock
county has made Itself nationally famous
with its certified sorghum, which I eat
on my pancakes about three times a week,
alternating with our own honey. The sorghum is grown mostly in narrow hollows
between red clay hills.
I don't take much stock in books and
magazine stories about people who
achieve independence and all the essential comforts of life on five acres, because such cases are too exceptional, but
It has been proven a thousand times that
good, specialized farming on small acreages calls for less costly operating and is
often just as profitable as large-scale
cropping.
It is safe to say at least 90 of our 120
counties have local markets for locally
grown fruits and vegetables. We are buying foodstuffs from far diritant states
when we ought to be producing most of
tl, • , ourselves.
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invitation to come in and see the great new 1949
Pontiac! Definitely and decidedly, it's the finest,
most beautiful Pontiac we have ever been privileged
to show. You will admire everything about it: the
flashing smartness of its completely new Bodies
by Fisher—its many new features—its fine performance. Here's a real step forward in the motor ear
world . . . one that you should see without delay!
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iviabry

rity-three_dalry wen have
ed 718 cows in the artificias
ing association which 4 in
d.
rocess of being to
is a program that will enevery farmer in the county
is milking to improve their
by breeding to some of
vest bulls in the State.
ny dairymen seem to have
staken opinion that they

Tobacco Growers To
Hem Russell Hunt

Potting chicks into the brooder house In February or March
Is suggested in a list of poultry
pointers' from the College of Agiculture and Home Economics,
The first Negri') slaves were
University of Kentucky.
Other points: keed chicks all brought into the United States
they will eat from the time they
re put into the house until they
re sold.
•
Provide a good pasture for
rowing pullets.
,
o
.use pullets not later than
ept. I.
Provide good housing, using
eep litter and dropping pits.
Poultry houses on many farms
hould be remodeled to better
'are for the flock.
All laying houses should be

to
Is infers:sled in tobacco
are invited to attend a meeting
to be held a the courthouse
Thursday night, Feb. 10, at 7
o'clak. Russell Hunt, field agent
in agronomy, Extension Division,
University oLEseltOsinla,Ye_ will 14
present- to discuss current problems in tobacco growing, it was
announced by County Agent R.
A. Mabry this week.
should have a good 'nigh producing herd of cows befara they
can afford to make us's of artificial insemination. One main purpose of artificiil tnseminatioh is
to make available to owners of
small grade herd dairy cows
services of good hign quality
bulls at the least possible cost.
The State Artificial Breeding
Association has recently added
a Jersey bull to their herd of
bulls which was rated a superior
sire by the American Jersey Cattle Club. This honor indicates a
sire's proven ability to transmit
both high production and acceptable type to his daughters. This
bull, Morroccos Mighty Duke, has
10 daughters tested for production
with all records computed on a

ASTHMA
le,coul tlf41.

tubes and lungs. Usually helps nature fp.
remove thick, eticliy mucus. Thum
coughing and aid, freer bre•thiris and bet ivr
sleep. UM 14ENUAGO from dewiest Satisfaction or money .baeli

FLAT-BOTTOM BOATS REMOVE HOUSEHOLD 600US--Although National Guard trucks helped out some places in southern Illinois, this batch of furniture and household appliances leaves a
flooded area in two flat bottom boats at Mount Carmel, Ill., when the Wabash River encompassed river front homes Jan. 26. (AP Photol
305-day, twice-daily milking basis, the daughters of this bull averaged 9,319 pounds of milk and
503 pounds of butterfat.
The amount of 'butterfat produced by the daughters of the
,sire exceeds by more than two
and one-half times the production
of the average dairy cow in the
United States.
This is the type of bull local dairymen would have access to
through a local artificial breeding program. •

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
November 8, 1927. Miss Estelle around a well-shaped neck, brilRice very delightfully enter- liant eyes of intense feeling and
tained her club at her home in a clear brunette complexion.
• • •
the Ilenrietta Apartments by
Fannie Baker, a Coriander,
giving a Hallowe'en party. The
hall was beautifully decorated generous, frank and affable,
with orange and black paper young lady whose rare merits
wlich carried out the color and unexcelled charms are only
scheme of Hallowe'en. There known to those who know her
were five tables of the corn well.
game, which were immensely enPasture for 300 days in the joyed by all. When the scores
year is included in suggestions were tallied, Miss Louise Hearst
offered dairymen by the College received first prize, Miss Mary
of Agriculture and Home Eco- 'Billy Bennett, Mr. Burhl Hollownomics, University of Kentucky. well and Mr. Bill Childress received second prizes. Miss LauHere's what they say:
When Sam Tuttle of Estill
Ladino clover and alfalfa plus ra Lee Wadlington was awarded
a mixture of grasses will give a the bobby prize for having the county in 1938 oroaluced only
lot of pasture, if the land is in lowest score. A delightful prize 735 pounds of tobacco on one
proper condition. Sudan grass plate lunch was enjoyed by all. acre of the 145-acre farm he had
• • •
just bought, It seemed a long
grows well in hot, dry weath..'r
Those present were Misses way to the ton-to-the-acre class
and can be used in midsummer
*Katherine Belle Small, Laura Yet 10 years later he reached
Balbo rye and barley make good
Lee Wadlington, Alice Randolph, that goal, and, in addition, has
early spring and late-fall pasHelen Crisp, Mary Helen Ran- one of the best pasture and hay
ture.
dolph, Marianna Dawson, Mar- crops in his community. Farm
Alfalfa hay cut early plus
garet McKinney, Mary Billy Agent Fred Brockman tells how
home-grown grains make good
Bennett, Ruth Graham, Louise he did it.
winter feed.
and Kathleen Hearst from PaDeciding to use another plot
Water is called the most imducah, and Estelle Rice. The Mis- for tobacco, Mr. Tuttle selected a
portant feed dairy cows g
ses Hearst were hononary guests. level piece of ground and plantClean water, slightly warmed
essrs. Jack Powers, Otto Bar- ed soybeans. In August, when
winter, all the cows want, will
nett, Hewlett Morgan, Frederick he turned that crop under, it had
pay big dividends.
Stallins, Bill Childress, Burhl made less than 10 inches of
Other suggestions: A cow does
Hollowell, Robert Haeklin and growth. He then spread two tons
not need a warm stable. She just Osbourne, of Marion,
Kentucky. of lime and 1,000 pounds of
needs to be kept dry and out of
• • •
phosphate an acre and seeded
cold drafts.
November 8, 1927. Mr. Frank
Be sure the barn or stalls ar2 Wilson, Fredonia, has returned vetch and wheat. In the spring,
large enough, and have ventila- from Evansville where he has five tons of manure were applied
tion to help keep bedding dry. finished a course in Business and the land put in tobacco. It
produced only 700 pounds to the
Cows are creatures of habit. C/311ege there.
acre. Undaunted, Mr. Tuttle
• • •
Milk and feed at the same time
November 8, 1927. Dawson each year used more manure,
each day, with the same man
turned under cover crops and
doing the work as much as pos- Nichols has resigned his position in the Dawson & Gresham applied about 1,000 pounds of
sible.
complete fertilizer an acre. In
Be quiet around cows and Drug Store, and has accepted a
1948 he became a member of the
have as little disturbance as pos- place ia the M. L. Orange Coal
ton-to-the-acre club. He is using
and
Feed
Store.
Thomas
Amos
barn.
sible in the
a similar program of building
succeeded
him
at
Dawson
&
Give cows six or eight weeks
up the soil on the rest of his
rest before freshening and have Gresham's.
farm.
•
•
•
a clean stall for calving. This
From
Looking Backward,
may save calves and prevent
"Pen Portraits of Princeton
spread of disease.
Young Ladies." Nina Loyd, one
of Princeton's fairest daughters.
Women Fix Up Toys
She is very pleasant and agreeMore than 70 children in able and has a host of admirers. Yes,Black-Draught may help physical fatigue if the only reason you
• • •
Grant county had a happier
use of the
Christmas becau
Maggie Dudley, a nurse, whose have that listless feeling Is because
thoughtfulness and work of the intellectual beauty and musical of constipation.Black-Draught,the
friendly laxative, is usually prompt
Williamstown Homemakers Club talent cause more than one to and
thorough when taken as diand other clubs in the county. cast admiring glances at her.
rected. It costs only a penny or less
.•
With M r s. Robert Dodson as
a dose. 'Illat'a why it has been
Misses McLin, young ladies of a best-seller with four generations.
chairman, a group of women collected, repaired and repainted great worth, intelligent, modest, If you are troubled with such sympalmost 200 toys contributed by always self-possessed, very In- toms BB loss of appgtite, headache,
' • '
upset stomach, flatule,
Grant countians. Included were dustrious, highly esteemed by
tatlirne..aleeplesimess, r....
Abilaii1016."
trv-za
111104.444,bigalb. —
itutterf
symptoms are d
•
of
Helen
dozens
Leech,
and
Aurora, goddess pation — then set, a a L 1 ic oya, doll furniture
other toys to make small hearts of morn, with massive brown Draught may do for you, Oct •
hair falling in graceful ringlets package today.
happy.
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We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cars and Trucks—
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Makes Land Grow
Ton-An-Acre leaf

rERSONALIZED FINANCIAL SERVICE FOR
AND INDIVIDUALS offers a simple, practical plan which assures you of greater happiness,
prosperity, and security now . . . and during the
years ahead. Available to borrowers and non-borrowers alike ... without cost or obligation. Phone or
tome in today for complete information on this personalized plan to help you get ahead.
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Can Black-Draught
Help Physical Fatigue?

Sell Your Tobacco
Where Your Neighbors Sell
representing all old line stock insurance companies. A policy with this agency means security--

it BETTER FABRICS # BETTER DESIGNS
)4" FAMOUS PENNEY-LOW PRICE

not for a day but for all time to come.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Second and Virginia Streets

You will receive courteous treatment and the
highest market price for your tobacco.

For your insurance needs, call or see

Yes...you'll find Penney'.cottons
better than ever! All new for
spring 1949—at a sensational
2.79!80 sq. percale, poplin, pique
and chambray frocks—as washable
as they're wonderful. In new printa
—floral., geometries, stripes (wide
or narrow) or checks! 12.42! Come
today—get first choice! Other wonderful cottons up to size 59
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Hickman Boy Wins
Essay Contest
$100 Bond Goes To
Winner; Chambliss
Wins $25 Bond

Give Gene Croft Named
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Mrs. Joe Murphy
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This Louisville Times and Radio
Station WI1AS.
Second prize, $50 bond, went to
Clara Rindsburg, Brooksville, ind
third, $25 bond, was won by
Betty Cocanougher, Maclaine, who was second place winner last

year.
Winner in the Caldwell County
ation District was Randall
A 14-year-old Hickman county Conserv
iss who received a $25
boy, James Monty Vaden, Fulgh- Charnbl
am, won a $100 savings bond as bond.
grand prize in the annual Soil
Water expands about oneConservation Essay Contest sponfrozen.
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ANTI-FREEZE
$1.39
CAL. in your
contain*.
,
Contains evaporation, cot
rosion and rust retardants.
53131
Guaranteed.
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DEFROSTING
Abundant He
for Larger Cars

Dependable

4TER

$4.95

Two large,fans; powerful
motor. Eftectivei foot.
warming outlet; thorough
defrosting action! Convert
to fresh-air circulator for
summer. For most cats.
tDefroster tubes extra).

FREEZEINETER
Only 41:c
For any antifreeze — accurate tempera.
tura readings.

511a •

Felt-Back, Smooth-Fit

Guaranteed, 100% Pure

CONTOUR nooR MATS
Reg. $4.25 $3.65

WEANWELL MOTOR OIL
2-Gallon ca, $1.29 417ty

Heavy, durable synthetic
rubber. Thick, insulating,
cushiony backing. 52x58x
et-. Trim to size needed.

WESTERN

Deluxe

Famous

Worth $21 New . . not
re-refined! Full • bodied;
dependable. Fine for any
car; ideal for oil bogs!

MAO Associate Store
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Home Owned — Home Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
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KELSIE 0. TUDOR, Auctioneer
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TONIGHT

7 O'Clock - Ledge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.

41

Nice Modern Home - Located on W. Main St.
Perfect Condition - Priced To Sell - -
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.10EL McCREA • FRANCES DE
OiARIS sane .=
For Laughs! An Old Favorite!
BUSTER KEATON in "PEST FROM THE WEST"

TUESDAY, FEB. 8
Double Feature Program!
Music

Suspense!

Romance'

Thrills!

INVISIBLE
WALL
Don Castle
Virginia Christine
Richard Gaines
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STEPS OUT

2
GREAT
NITS

David Bruce
Cleatus Cald%%
Nita Hunter

25

re

YEARS—ONLY THREE!
IN
'COVERED WAGONvCIMARRON"
AND NOW!

HOWARD HAWKS' GREAT PRODUCTION

'Al

Save 20 Percent
Never before sold for less than $2.98 each. Hundreds of our
customers already know the wonderful fitting qualities of
this fine slip. Made of fine crepe in a straight-cut gored style
that will not ride up. Medium and long. Sizes 32 to 44.
This is not old, soiled merchandise, but special price on new
stock!
79c - 2 Bar Trloot

HOLLYWOOD
BRIEFS

a.

ME SAME01.0 HOUSE,
YOU'D BE SURPRISED,
LOOK AT IT NOW!
THEY MODERMZED./

59c pr.
Slightly Imperfects

NYLON HOSE
51 ()nage, 15-Denier and
48-Guage, 20-Denier
All Full-Fashioned, All Nylon,
Smooth Fitting, Attractive new
Spring Shades . . . Only . .

EXCITEMENT...

Modernize Your Kitchen With
Cabinets
llSic Per ft.
Vs -in Sound 1 side Fir Plywood
...22tic per ft.
%-in. Sound 1 side Fir Plywood
per ft.
25c
Sound I side Fir Plywood
per ft.
30c
441-itz Sound 1 side Fir Plywood
3214c per ft.
vs -in. Sound 1 aide Fir Plywood
32k4o per ft.
41,-in. Sound 2 sides Fir Plywood
35e per ft.
Sound 2 sides Fir Plywood
HARDWARE,
INGS,
COVER
ET
CABIN
LINE
ETE
COMPL
METAL MOULDINGS.

SPECTACLE...
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HOWARD HAWKS'"RED RIVER"
JOHN WAYNE • MONTGOMERY CLIFT
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• .101411 WIWI° • NOAH WM.A • HARRY CARET. a. • PAM PM
Illa HARRY CAREY Sr • rot.Ilt4 GRAY
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Mrs. Ree I. Engelhlerft Owner

stg"

ADVENTURE...

All around elastic waist,
narrow elastic leg binding,
bartacked, double thickness
crotch, small, med., large.
In blue, white, yellow, tea
rose. Save 30 percent.

W. G. Weleond, Mgr.
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Leader Congratulates

„t.

Please call No. 50 and give items for this paps to whoever answers the phone
of the news.

ersop-Rogers
.(sement Announced
Victor E. Johnson, St.
s, Queens, N. Y., has anced the engagement of her
liter, Barbara Jane Anderto Ratliff C. Rogers, son of
Ratliff A. Rogers, Pleasant
e community. The marriage
take place in early summer.
as Anderson, a graduate of
inla Intermont College, is a
or at Syracuse Unitersity, N.
he is a member of Phi Mu
rity.
. Rogers, a graduate of the
ersity of Kentucky where
'as a member f Phi Kappa
fraternity, is a veteran of
Id War II. He is with the
ral Electric Supply CorporaNewark, N. J.
,

Arlington-Martin

Merrick-Boyd

Announcement has been made
of the marriage of Mrs. Dora Garvin Arlington, Ft. Worth, Tex.,
and Mr. Elias B. Martin, Oklahoma City, Saturday, Jan. 29, at
Ft. Worth.
The couple is at home at 1442
N. W. 50th .St., Oklahoma City.
Mr. Martin is a brother of K.
L. Martin and Mrs. J. S. Wiluams,
Princeton.

Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay Merrick,
Princeton, announce the marriage
of their daughter, Betty Christine,
to William A. Boyd, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Boyd, Paducah,
Saturday, .1,m. 15, in the Hopkinsville Baptist Church.
Miss Lillie Belle McCallister,
Princeton, and George Lawrence,
Brookport, Ill., were the only attendants.
The bride wore a gray gabardine suite with black accessories
and a corsage of white carnations. Miss McCallister wore gray
with black accessories and a
corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. Boyd,attended Butler High
School. Mr. Boyd was graduated
from Heath High School and is
now employed at the Modine
Manufacturing Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd are at home
t 322 N. Eighth street, Paducah.

Roberts-Corder

The marriage of Mrs. Katherine
Roberts and Mr. Harold Corder
took place Saturday, Jan. 1, at
the First Christian Church, with
the Rev. Tom W. Collins, officiating.
Attendants were Mrs. Rubye
Spurlock and Mrs. Ray Newby.
The couple is at home at Ft.
neck is on a fishing trip Knox, where Mr. Corder is employed by Kroger's.

Mrs. Barnes To Sponsor
Beta Sigma Phi Unit
Mrs. Kenneth Barnes accepted
an invitation to sponsor Beta Sigma Phi at Monday night's meeting at the home of Mrs. Robert
Gordon. Present were Mesdames
Frederick
McConnell, Harold
Rowland and Robert Gordon and
Misses Wanda Wadlington, Elizabeth Sholar, Mabel McLin and
Margaret Ann Cartwright.

Mrs. Vivian Honored
With Birthday Party
Mrs. Dixie Vivian, oldest member of the Willing Workers class
of First Christian Church, was
guest of honor at a birthday party Friday night at the Church.
Mrs. Vivian was 86 January 29.
Mrs. S. G. Jarvis is class teacher.

in rear of C. A. Woodall Insurance
office where you will find all

State President To
Attend B&PW Banquet
Mrs. Eula Mae Morgan, state
president of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, will attend
the third birthday banquet of the
local organization at 7 o'clock,
Monday, Feb. 14, at the Princeton Golf and Country Club. Mrs.
Morgan is an instructor at Transylvania College, Lexington. Miss
Carwin Cash is chairman of the
banquet committee and will be
aided by Mrs. Arney Rawls, Mrs.
Randolph Brown, Mrs. Lucille
Hammond, and Miss Virgie Barnett,

Entertain Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sells had
as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Craig, Mrs. Ola Beesley,
Miss Maggie Dunbar, Mrs. Bessie
Harmon and Miss Etta Evans

Mr and Mrs Joseph M Weeks,
418 Cadiz street, on the birth of
a daughter, Nancy Jo, Friday,
Jan. 21. The baby weighed seven
pounds three ounces.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. likner- E. Ladd,
Green street, on the arrival Sunday, Jan. 23, of a six-pound son,
Emil Junior.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nick Smothers, Chicago, Ill., on the birth of a
daughter Monday, Jan. 17. The
baby, who weighed eight and
a quarter pounds, has been named
Brenda Kay.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thompson,
Route 1, Fredonia, 9n the arrival
of Stephen Elliott Thursday, Jan.
27. He weighed nine pounds two
ounces.
• • •

Council Hears
library Report

Birthday Dinner Given
For Felix Mitchell

Main
Mrs, J. H. Leech, W
street, left Saturday morning for
540 City Auto licenses
Ba low, Fla., for a visit to her
ghter, Mrs. J. J. Stephens, Mr.
Sold To Date; CemeSt pherthagatChildren, Carol
Gets $552""'
lery
Betty Jo.
The George Coon Library had
r. and Mrs. Cook Oliver, Mar2,927 book borrowers in 1948, inion Road, are spending three
weeks in Excelsior Springs, Mo.
cluding 207 Negroes, the annual
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Martin, Tulreport read at Monday night's
sa, Okla., arrived Wednesday for
City Council meeting showed. A
a visit to Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Wiltotal of 26,552 books was circulated by the library during the year.
liams and Mr. and Mrs. K. L.
Martin.
The library's disbursements
Mr. and Mrs. In Stevens, Chiwere $3,412.24, including $263.35
cago, spent last week-end here
for the Negro branch, and balance
in the treasurer's hands was
with relatives.
$949.52.
Bob Rice, Murray, spent last
week with his father, Howard
Mrs. Frank Wood, Mrs. Mane
Akin, Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, Dr.
Rice, Highland Avenue.
B. L. Keeney and Dr Ralph Cash
Miss Suzanne Sparks and Jencomprise the board of trustees for
nings Goza, Nashville, Tenn.,
the library. Miss Perle Hawthorne
spent last weekend with the formMr. and Mrs. Lester W. Good- is librarian, Miss Virginia Moore,
er's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
sevena
of
birth
the
on
aker
assistant.
Sparks, Eddyville Road.
Sale of 540 city licenses for
Mi. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar, pound son, Darryl Gene, Sunday,
1949 motor vehicles was reported
Bowling Green, were the week- Jan. 30.
• • •
as was receipt of $552.67 from the
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Digue
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCalist- Farmers National Bank, trustee
Eldred and Miss Mary Wilson
er, Cobb, on the arrival of a son of the Bobbie L. Nichols Fund,
Eldred.
The baby, who for Cedar Hill Cemetery upkeep.
Mr. and Mr3. Taylor Young and Saturday, Jan. 15.
and a half pounds, The bank showed the investment
son, Leonard, visited Mrs. Young's weighed eight
Billy Ray.
funds aggregated $12,703.
mother, Mrs. A. J. Sutton, Kut- hi:s been named
• • •
tawa, Sunday.
FraLex,
Raymond
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs. Lula Schmidt, New York,
Fredonia, on the birth Monday, Entertains At Lunch
N. Y., is the guest of Dr. and Mrs.
Jan. 27, of a son, Robert Junior, For Mrs. Curtenius
C. F. Engelhardt.
who weighed seven and a half
Mrs. G. M. Pedley entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
pounds.
at lunch Thursday in honor of
and son, Jerry, were the guests
Mrs. Frederick Curtenius, KalaSunday of Mrs. Frajick's brother,
mazoo, Mich., guest of Miss KathBill Holsapple, and Mrs. Holsap- Murray Students Visit
arine Garrett. Present were Mesple, Hopkinsville.
Here Last Weekend
dames W. C. Sparks, John Ed
Charlie Glenn, son of Mr. and
Among students from Murray
Mrs. Wilson Glenn, has left for State College, Murray, who visit- Young, Richard Ratliff, Iley McEsi extended visit in Miami, Fla. ed their parents last weekend Gough, and E. B. Lindsay, Mrs.
4 Mrs. Reginald J. Rice, Jr., Syra- were Anna and Billy French who Curtenius, Miss Garrett and the
cuse, N. Y., is visiting her par- were the guests of Mrs. Ethel hostess.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. O'Hara. French; Ed Carter, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William C. LowMrs. Ruby Spurlock visited her Clifton Carter; Sue Farmer, Mr.
parents, Mrs. Henry Mason, Hop- 'and Mrs. Euen Farmer; Bill ry Lexington, were the weekend guests of the former's parkinsville, Sunday.
Brown, Mrs. R. L. Brown; Jimmy ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Cameron Williams, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. William Lowry is a student at
and daughter, Sharon Ann, re- Williams; Mary Lets Hamby, Mr. the University of Kentucky.
turned Friday from Florida where and Mrs. Clyde Hamby, and
A quarter pound of grated
they visited Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Drury Gresham, Mr. and Mrs.
soft yellow cheese may be addShutleworth, Winterhaven, and Isaac Gresham.
ed to two cups of medium white
also vacationed at Lndian Rock.
Bill Sparks spent Thursday in sauce. Stir the sauce over low
A Mr. and Mrs. Uel Stephens had
hest until the cheese is melted,
as dinner guests Sunday Mr. and Nashville, Tenn.
Phyllis Brenda has returned to then use as a dressing for vegeMrs. Frank Smith, Ardmore, Ala.,
and Mr. and Mrs. John F. Hopper her home in Fredonia after a tables.
and daughter, Betty, Lakewood week's visit with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Sisk.
community.
In making Spanish Sauce for
Miss Katharine Garrett took omelet add a pinch or two of
James Dollar, Madisonville, was
her house guest, Mrs. Frederick sugar to the onions, green pepin Princeton Sunday.
Ben D. Landes, Denver, Col., Curtenius, to Evanskrille, Ind., per and tomatoes to point up
formerly of Fredonia, was here Saturday and after spending the the flavor.
night there, Mrs. Curtenius left
a few days this week.
A. H. Childress, Louisville, was for her home in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
in Princeton this week after at- and Miss Garrett returned to
tending the inauguration of Presi- Princeton.
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor has redent Truman and Vice-President
Barkley. He saw the ceremonies turned from Georgetown where
attended the dedication of the
from Representative Noble GregJohn L. Hill Chapel, Georgetown
ory's'block of seats.
Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt enter- College. Mr. Taylor went to
tained four tables at a dinner- Georgetown Saturday and both
bridge Friday night at Mrs. returned Sunday.
Miss Patricia Snider was the
Claude Akin's.
Mrs. Ruby Spurlock and Miss Saturday night guest of her parTillie Larkins spent a recent ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L Snider,
Bloomfield.
Friday in Paducah.

Mary Muffet

A dinner was given Sunday at
the kot,ne of Mr. and Mn. Felix
Mitchell, Pleasant Grove, in honor of the former's birthday. Present were Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
McCormick, Mr. and M. Denzil
Fuller'," Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Sizemore, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron

Mr and Mrs. Fred Cray
ens and Linda, Mr. and Mrs. Win
trey Croft, Mrs. Clarence Hart,
Mr. and Mrs. Merl Keller and
Wayne, Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell and Gayden, Mrs. Gertie
Cortrier, John Keller, Chester
Keller, Oscar Sizemore, Jonothan
McCormick, Press Lilly, Hinkle

outlaw
MINUTES

FREE!
VIII A

Our American women are
the most beautiful In the world. You, an American woman con
share this marvelous gift? At The Raman Drug Store all titr week
the Cara Nome Specialist will give 45 minute consultations ar
just ten a day . to solve individual problems.
These consultations Sr. not hurry-up demonstrations. They are
private ... and by appointment only ... so hurry? You'll learn the
true benefits of a restful Cara Nom* facial.. a glorifying makeup .. . and a skin analysis that will faithfully outline your daily
complexion needs.
No obligation, naturally. Just another service that makes the
Resell Drug Store the best place in town to shop? Appointment
hours. .. 9 to 4:45. Telephone now!

LIMITEDS

Look for them in Mademoiselle

Spring's Most Sensational Fashion Buy. . .
Mary Lane's One and Only ...

It's the whole-suit-wardrobe-in-one that
everyone is in love with! Two suits for
Spring for the price of one! Mary Lane
has done it again . . . created a superbly
designed suit and given you two skirts . .
for an "out-of-this-world” buy for Spring.
Versatility unlimited. Fashion wisdom
beyond compare. New button-down
Wing Collar. Pencil slim skirts have
clever kick-pleat at each side. You'll praise
this suit's nice fit too! Sizes 9 to 17.
Fine worsted crepe and worsted pin-check.
Solid color and check combination
in Spring Navy, Brown, Beige and Black.

What's the thing...for springs Here's a pair to brighten your wardrobe with contrast and variety. Left: gay, young dogwood print
(exclusively ours and Mary Mulford in sparkling colors . . . with
trimly tailored, weskit
Right: superb tissue faille, sparked with whits pique . graceful
Ours Alone.
fullness cascading from the hips.

"Princeton's Finest Department Store'

Here's how Youth more makes your beloved
gabardine coat twice as smart—with high fashion
interest coming and going! Deep, back yoke
gives you swank shoulder interest—and covered
buttons accent its swinging, dashing back!
Even the cuffs are bigger and broader and

fashionably dramatic! Sizes

$79.95
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Princeton Lumber Co.
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Jones Dispersal

Tax Books

SALEULL

28 COWS---1 B
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10:00 A. M.
e U.S.
Farm located one mile off Princeton-Eddyvill
2 miles south of Princeton. This is an
1
Highway 62, 2/
eys and
outstanding Caldwell county dairy herd of Jers
these
Guernseys ranging from 2 to 7 years. Most of
full
cows have been raised on this farm. Eleven in
years
flow of milk; 17 heavy springers; 1 Jersey bull 3

ntucky,
In compliance with the Tax Laws of Ke
ection by
the tax books are now open for insp
taxpayers of Caldwell County.

old.
They can be seen at my office in the
Courthouse until

FEBRUARY, 17,1949

K
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(40 934de4.
tasty,
. for being so good 'n

so healthy'n nutritious. School
children need the rich, bodybuilding nourishment of milk
Serve YOUR child milk every day.
It's a treat. It's healthy.

Mrs. S. J. Larkins,
ty
TAX COMMISSIONER, Caldwell Coun

Princeton Creamery

DAIRY EQUIPMic ElkNinTg machine
l
ling ctr mi

Ele
1 Double unit De Lava Ster
(Also gas motor for milker).
1 S-2 International Cream Separator (Electric or gas)
Inspection invited before day of sale.

Terms Cash.

James Jones,Owner
KELSIE 0. TUDOR, Auctioneer

Phone 161
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Push Button Economy
Reaches Dairy Barn

Pontiac Has Two "New Looks" For 1949

Stillwater, Okla.- -AP--It's all
0—AP—Are you troublanachuresiphobia? If you done by levers in Oklahoma A
of driving you probably and M's new $248,000 dairy barn.
Milkers stand in a pit. The cows
walk in and the milking machine
. A. Eggert, chief psychois tithed. Cows are milked In
or Lumbermens Mutual three minutes. The milk
goes into
Company, says this ton- a glass tank on the
wall. It is
ister—meaning reluctance automatically weighed and then,
up—contributes to thous- at the pull of a lever, goes woosh,
automobile accidents each down a pipe to the cooling room.
There are places in the big barn
alyzing claims paid by for 1,000 tons of hay and 4,000
pany on commercial vehi- bushels of grain. Four silos hold
nine major industries, Dr. 600 tons. There are quarters for
found that improper back- eight' attendants and the dairy
sed 25 percent of the ac- herd.
more than any 0th..,'
Digging
wasps feed their
errors combined.
in line were inatteniton, orood on captured other insects,
ent; and speeding, 10 per- storing them away in cells along
with the wasp's egg.
\AGLNITS 1011

cent.
"Most of us today are in such
a hurry that we resent the idea
of backing up," said Dr. Eggert,
G DISTANCE MOVING
"and unless we are trained drivId Ligon Truck Line ers, we tend to think about where
cwitact
we are going next—even while
%IFS P MASHBURN
Princeton. Ky. backing—instead of concentrating
on the job at hand."

HARDWARE - - - HARNESS

Twenty-Six Towns
Have Air Markers

Dawson Road

AMERICAN WIRE FENCE
FERTILIZER - - - FIELD SEED
BURLEY TOBACCO SEED
SEED SOWERS - - - INNOCULATION
HEATING STOVES - - - RANGES
ACME PAINT - - - BRUSHES
kITCHEN WARE - - - CUTLERY
FISHING TACKLE - - - SHOTGUNS
BICYCLES -. - TRICYCLES - - - WAGONS
SHOP

HARDWA
RE CO.
(Incorporated)
enlh and Virginia St.

Fredonia News

Sgt. Tuttle, of Chicago, and son Springs, after spending sevCpl. Frank Harmon, spent the eral weeks there because of a
Goal Is To Have Signs
weekend with the latter's par- throat infection.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Harmon,
Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., • At Every Kentucky
while enroute to Ft. Donning, Ga., spent last week in Lexington,
Town
after having been stationed at where she attended Farm and
Frankfort—T he Kentucky DeHome week. Mrs. Brockmeyer is partment of Aeronautics has anFt. Sill, Okla., for some time.
Mrs. Harlan Thomas, Hopkins- county president of Lyon county. nounced its goal of having every
Several from here attended the community in Kentucky properly
ville, visited her parents, Mr. and
funeral and burial of Mr. Law- "air-marked" is making substanMrs. J. J. Koon, Saturday.
David Wigginton, son of Rev. rence Wilson in Princeton Sun- tial progress.
The Department's Safety-Direcand Mrs. Ray Wigginton, is quite day afternoon. Mr. Wilson was a
native of Fredonia.
tor, Charles R. Beatty, said that
ill of influenza.
Thomas Jones, son of Mr. and twenty-six towns already have
Miss Dorothy Brasher, who is
employed at Gilbertsville, spent Mrs. Floyd Jones, left Sunday for markers that meet Civil Aeronauthe weekend with her parents, Lexington, where he will enter tics Administration requirements
the University of Kentucky.
and that work is going ahead in
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
seventeen other communities.
Mr. Ben D. Landes, Denver,
The markers in the communiColo., spent the weekend with his
ties where work is finished have
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Lanbeen supplied either by the Civil
des. He was enroute to Chicago,
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Beshears Aeronauti
cs Administration, the
Ill., on a business trip.
have returned home from Hot Department
of Aeronautics, a
Mr. Norma Faught returned Springs,
Ark.
private oil company or civic
home Thursday after attending
Mr. George Powell was in Hop- groups.
Western State College last semeskinsville one afternoon last week.
To spur on the program the
ter.
Mrs. Lucille Pool was the Sat- Kentucky Air
Marking AssociaMrs. Holland Thomas and little urday
night guest of Mrs. Dewey tion, with headquar
ters at Lexingson, returned home from Rome,
Pool.
ton,
has been organized with civic
Ga., last week.
Miss Sue Darnell, of Lexington, and industry
representatives comCharles Melton, son of Mr. and spent
the weekend with home posing it. A standard
air marker
Mrs. Russell Melton, has been
folks.
consists of the name of the town,
very sick.
Mrs. Mettie Morris and Miss latitude
and longitude separated
Sgt. and Mrs. R. L. Wylie, Fai- Lola Neal
were in town Satur- by a true north arrow
and an airson, Calif., and Mrs. Myrtle Dun- day.
port directional symbol indicating
ning, Princeton, were Wednesday
Mrs. Sadie Pool visited Mrs. the nearest usable
airport.
night, dinner guests of Mr. and Elmer
Jones Thursday.
Communities with markers
Mrs:rilobert Fralick.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin meeting CAA
specifications are:
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Crider, Mar- have been
in for a few days due
Paintsville, Prestonburg, Pikeion, attended Sunday School at to
colds.
ville, Whitesburg, Cumberland,
the First Presbyterian church
Mr. W. H. Franklin is slowly Harlan,
Manchester, Londo n,
Sunday morning. They were en- improving.
Somerset, Jamestown, Columbia,
route to Princeton to attend funMrs. Owen Crowder attended Liberty,
Campbellsville, Glasgow,
eral services for Lawrence Wil- the funeral
of Mrs. Tinsy Martin Smith's Grove,
Bowling Green,
son.
last Tuesday.
Hodgenville, Danville, Richmond,
Mr. and Mrs. Steger Dollar,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Crowder Wincheste
r, Owenton, Warsaw,
Bowling Green, and Mr. James and son, Evansvill
e, spent Sat- Covington, Hopkinsville,
Murray,
Dollar, were guests of Mr. and urday night as
the guests of Mr. Paducah.
Mrs. J. E. Ilillyard Sunday after- and Mrs. Owen
Crowder.
Counties where work is in pronoon.
Mr. Cye Rollins and Mr. Basil gress
now, with markers being
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Faught Morris were in
Providence Mon- constructed
b y either public
and sons, Frank and James Ed- day.
funds, airport operators, civic
ward, were in Bowling Green
Mr. Kirby Thomas has moved
bodies or private sources are:
Thursday.
to one of Mr. J. 0. Beshears'
Ashland, Grayson, Falmouth,
Rev. H. L Nichols has return- houses.
Middlesboro, Everts, Sebr e e,
ed from Outwood hospital, DawMrs. Hester Powell and son,
Maysville, Tyner, Kayjay, CampGeorge, called on Mr. and Mrs.
ton, Salyersville, Frankfort, ParW. H. Franklin Sunday aftermleyville, Harrodsburg, Loretto,
noon.
Badgett and Williamsburg.

GOOD VALUES
IN

ME
ION

This is the tour door deluxe Pontiac sedan in the Streamhne series Forward
thrust has been
gained by lowering the hood. Body contour is in the modern manner
and yet unmistakeably
Pontiac. Added safety is compounded by reduced pillars and a curved
windshield whoa*
gleaming sweep has been increased nearly six inches Both Pontiac Streamlin
e: and Pontiac
Chieftain lines use a 120 inch wheelbase and Hydra-Matic transmis
sions optional at extra cost.

Phone 332

Liopkinsville, Kentucky

0.
nary

Recipe Of The Week

Please Accept A Bouquet From Us In The Form
of A Big Sincere

The ibis, sacred bird of anIf you have not tried the froz- cient Egypt, is related to the
en dessert recipe calling for the stork.
use of buttermilk, you have a
treat in store, according to Miss
Florence Imlay, food specialist at
Famous
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kenutcky. Canned
pineapple,
By ELY & WALKER, the fincherries, or cooked, strained,
est you can buy, but you
dried apricots give a delightful
CAN'T buy 'em in every store.
flavor.
A great selection of new prints
Cherry Buttermilk Sherbet
and solid colors te choose from.
2 cups buttermilk
QuadrIga cloth is needleized.
2-3 cup sugar
36". Washable.
1 cup canned cherries
Add sugar to buttermilk Ord
stir until dissolved. Pour into
freezer_ or tray,..o./ ,roeclianical re50 • musshy
stage. Then add the cherries
which have been thoroughly
drained and packed into a measuring cup. Continue freezing.
Serves six.
A menu for one of February's
holidays might be: Baked beans,
stuffed baked potatoes in halfshell, kale, tomato aspic salad,
rolls, butter, cherry buttermilk
sherbet and cookies.
Yard
Scientific and medical interest
The best in quality, suitable
In hypnotism was first aroused
for pajamas, gowns and quiltin the late 18th century, by ths
ing; 36" wide.
work of a Viennese' physician
named Mesmer.

Quadriga Prints

Thank You
t•-•

U.S.
an

•
•

for your kind remarks

•

for your courtesy

•

for your visit

25c

and
ese
full
rs

... when you inspected the 1949 CHEVROLETS ON DISPLAY
in our showrooms starting Saturday, January 22.

Percale PRINTS
LOW COST,
To those who haven't inspected the new models--a cordial
welcome, and to you who have seen them, come back as
often as you like.

HIGH-PAY
FARMING

me
•

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Telephone 83

Princeton, Ky.

Ky. farm News

IV

FOUR-LEAF Powdered Rock
Phosphate supplies low-cost
phosphorus, for bigger crops
and richer pastures. Because
this non-acid phosphate can't
burn any seed or plant ... because it doesn't leach out, but
remains In the soil until dissolved by the growing plants'
o.wn root acids . -. you can
apply enough to make your
soil phosphorus rich for years
ahead with one labor-saving
application. This is the lowcost, high-pay way to farm!
Investigate!
Write to . . .
Thompson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, 111,

A great selection

to choose

from. For dresses, aprons and
housecoats. Buy all you need

We Know That
IPP"'

your cirussist tor

Cysten

today.

in
HOPKINSVILLE
shop

wic arson
fm

Women's Wear
"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
exclusively yours
!Incorporated/

QUALITY

Have your doctor leave your perscriptions with us.
WE HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER
128,901

SICKROOM
SUPPLIES
Buy your sickroom supplies where ;•ou
have your prescriptions filled.We carry
• complete stock of quality merchandise at reasonable prices. Your order
will receive the prompt service that •
prescription receives. Try us.
W.

WHO FILLS
YOUR "
PRESC RIPTIoNs?

M•rck Prescripriee Citentkeie

Corner Drug Store
Telephone 1

Dan River

Princeton, Ky.

FULL FASHIONED

Child's Grey Covert

15-DENIER

Sanforized

SHEETS

51-GAUGE

Sizes 81:99"

Slight irregulars

UNIONALLS
Sizes 0 to 8

98c
UNIONALLS

5,

Boys' Flannel

Boys' 8-oz.

SHIRTS

DUNGAREES

Sanforized

Sizes 6 to 12

Sizes 6 to 16

98c

$1.39

$1.95

Girls'

Ladies'
GALOSHES

Ladies'
Over The Shoe
BOOTS

BLUE GABARDINE
Sizes 0 to 4

DUNGAREES

FLAT. MEDIUM or CUBAN
ZIPPER FASTENER
HEEL

White, Red, Green, Brown,
Black

Sizes 4 to 10

Sizes 4 to 10

$2.25

$1.95

$2.95

FI
NK
EI
SIFA
ST
IR
OR
E
Where Your ..Nave lore Cents'
^

n".•••••••••

Pot mita esietterting help for BaelitehR
Rhoumatie Pains, (letting Up Melds,;trona
*loud, urine Irritating passages, Lep Paine.
strain under ryes. and syrollon analog. dos
to non -organic and non-erstendc Kidney and
Bladder troubles, try Crete..
OrOnnist•
Satisfaction or money back suarantaisd. AM

That's why we never sacrifice quality.

Sizes 6 to 12

Yard

BACKACHE

Is The Power Of The Drug

at this low price. 36". Washable

39c

---- -ton of tobacco to the acre, or for
having received $100 to the
tenth -acre.

MARK CUNNINGHAM

49c

36" Heavy
Unbleached
MUSLIN

for your consideration

Paige Seven
I this year.
Harmon Barker, Garrard court4-H club champion, /Add 2,300
Several farmers in Wayne
county produced more than 3,000 pounds of tobacco for an average
pounds of tobacco to the acre, of 857.15 a hundred.
The Grant County Artificial
Ky. 16 and Ky. 41A being most
widely grown.
Breeding Association has increasApproximately 200 bee/ calves ed in membership by more than
have been bought by Christian 50 percent during the past 10
county 4-H club members for months.
feeding projects.
The yield of corn an acre in
For the third successive year, Knox county in 1948 was the
the Louellen 4-H Club in Har- highest on reard, increase due
lan county was named the out- to the use or hybrid seed being
standing club in the county.
about 33 percent.
T. H. Leet, McLean county,
Names of about 200 farmers In
reports his flock of 114 New Monroe county will be on the
Hampshire hens in December honor roll for having produced a
laid 2,850 eggs, or an average of
25 eggs a hen.
In Bracken county, 178 hooked rugs are being made by
members of homemakers clubs.
Whether it's a fire or
For the past three years, John
an accident, when
Hendricks of Breckinridge counyour insurance has
ty averaged 2,442 pounds of tobacco an acre on 2.4 acres, inbeen placed by a repcome an acre averaging $1,073.
utable agent with a
The Clark 4-H Club in Rowan
sound company, you
county added to Its treasury by
know you need not
selling shelled black walnuts and
Worry and that you
Christmas wreathes.
are safe from finanJames Sparks of Lawrence
cial loss.
county made a profit in one
month of $51.45 above feed cost
on 80 White Leghorn pullets.
In Boyd county, where there
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
are five acres of pasture to one
II!WtiWitiii
of crops, ladino clover and Ky.
PNO.of 8/
31 fescue will be used widely

4g,110;44fl

a

• II

Schedule
• February 8, 1:30 o'clock, Hall,
Mrs. McKinney Smith, "hostess.
February 9, 145 o'clock, Lakewood, Mrs. Cook Oliver, hostess.
February 10, 1 o'clock, Cedar
Bluff, Mrs. W. C. Fite, hostess.
February 11, 1:30 p. m., Eddyville Road, Mrs. L. C. Lisrnan,
hostess.
February 11, 7 o'clock, Lebanon,
Mrs. V. R. Taylor, hostess,

was discussed by Mrs. Lawrence
Sims, 'Jr., and Mrs. Charles Geiger concluded the lessons on
slip covers by demonstrating
how to apply flounce and zipper
to the cover. Mrs. Geiger has
converted an old cane botto
chair into a slipper chair by
making some necessary adjustments to both the legs and the
post of the chair, applying
new bottom of webbing, pad
ding both bottom and gack, an
making a sup cows of smal
floral-design satin.

ut

the sect eation program of
music and songs.
Present were Mesdames Claude
McConnell, Ray Martin, Jill
Neal, Lawrence Sims, Jr., Guy
Shoulders, Ramey Johnato n,
Charles Geiger, R. T. Humphrey, Homer Mitchell, Jimmie
Mitchell, L. B. Sims, C. W.
Scott, Ferd Wadlington, Ralphi
Matthews, Thomas White Albert
Hartigan and Jim Reece and
Misses Wilma Vandiver, Irene
Mashburn, Dorothy Ferguson and
Robbie Sims.

Winter Garden
Supplies Family

Southern Bell
Says Earnings low

o acco S ow Winner Gets Award

Por the past 14 ye,•
Noah Crider of Harts:.
and her family have •
fresh green vegetables
ta
the winter months from •
Crider's garden. When Mn,
ie Perkins, home agent,
Mrs. Crider in late D
this homemakers had t
mustard, chinese cabbage,
dive, kale, lettuce, radishes
onions growing in a 16 be
foot area. As the winticed she protected tn0
with straw, leaves and
Garden leader of the s
Homemakers Club, Mrs, c
estimates that she hay sae
an average of $2 weekly
Oct. 1, and will swirl
fresh
have
vegetables
spring. This garden, in o
ing camp, is a good exam
what can be done with g
space in a backyard, said
Perkins.

Company Handled Rec.
ord Volume Of Business
In 1948
The Southern Bell Telephone
Company reports it handled the
largest volume of business in its
history in 1948, but its earnings,
i•xcept for the year 1947, were
the lowest in 28 years.
In a statement summarizing
1948 results, the company disclosed it spent more than $152,000.000 last year to improve and
extend service and added the
near-record total of 367,613 new
telephones. At the end of the
more
year, Southern Bell had
than double the number of telephones in service it had in 1939.
The company also reported the
addition of new switchboards
and outside plant facilities made
possible faster local and long
distance telephone service and
increased the proportion of long
distance calls completed.
"Although cne 1948 return Is
slightly higher than the 2.51
percent return of 1947, the company's earnings, overall, are still
far below the level necessary to
attract sufficient capital with
which to finance continued expansion," Southern Bell officials
said.

Mrs. Guy Shoulders assiete
Mrs. Ray Marti"`to fit a slip Cobb
The Otter Pond Homemakers
Cobb Homemakers Club met
cover for an overstuffed chair.
met in the home of Mrs. Jim
Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 18, at the
Members will meet Friday, home of Mrs. Vernon White. Mrs.
Reece Tuesday afternoon, Jan.
18. Mrs. L. B. Sims, president, Feb. 4, at the home of Mrs. RaY l Jerry Holloway read scripture
from Luke.
presided.
Martin to make slip covers.
0 Mrs. Otis Smiley gave the minor lesson on legal affairs, stressing the importance of making a
Basil M. Brooks, third from left, is pictured tabsve as tie piesemeo a swoon to Wayne statioY, a
will. She said that a will should winner in the tobacco show held Friday, Jan. 18, at the Brooks Loose Floor, Madisonville. Looking
be made even though the one on are Future Farmers of America, 4-H Club and veterans groups and instructors of veterans agrimaking it is in good health. She cultural training classes. (Picture Courtesy Hopkins County Times)
emphasized both husbands and
wives should make wills, and
Appeals, long a leader in toe legal
Cat'Bite, Snake Bite
profession, and active opponent
although simple wills can be
Symptoms of olistressariskg
Brisbane—AP—In Ipswich, near
constitutional
of a
made without the advice of lawconvention call
Brisbane,
a
cat
bit a snake. Then
in 1947.
yers it is better to have legal
DUE TO
advice.
Oldham
Clarke, Louisville, the snake bit the cat. An outsider
AC
FraollookToesofHomoirea tr
former Jefferson County Com- stepped in and killed the snake.
The major lesson on slip covers
Mast Nide or it MU Cost You
was presented by Mrs. Clyde
missioner and proponent of a conThe cat's owner, Kevin Bailey,
Over tturse million huttios of th.
Wood and Mrs. Earl Wood. Mrs.
stitutional convention.
aged 6, patted his cat in sympaTIMATIOSOMP have been gold fo,
gy m',toms°Misname %rising from
Cline Murphy gave the thought
James B. Milliken, Fort Thom- thy. The cat bit Kevin on the
Asked To Recommend
and Duodenal We.,.due (41 UN.,
ior the month.
Peer Digestion, Saw or Upset
as, former member of the Gener- wrist, and Kevin was taken to
easeinnee, tieertinerre, Slospiesen...
Desirable
Changes
To
Refreshments were served to
al Assembly and Workmen's Com- hospital.
due to tosess Acid Fltold nn i don'
Ask for
illiese•ge” wbl
Mesdames One Bryant, Guy
pensation Board; long-time memGeneral Assembly;
Then the cat died as a result of
asougas this treeaneena-dree-ul
I,ewellen, Rudolph Morris, Otis
ber State Board of Bar Commiss- the snake bite.
Need
Is
Apparent
with
herb
Hyssop,
an
garden
a
Williamson Drag
Smiley, Clyde Wood, serry Holloioners,
aromatic bitter taste, once was
Frankfort, Feb. 1—Gov. Earle
Dawson's Drug Stet
way, Easl Wood, Garnett Holland,
Simeon Willis, Ashland, former
Henrik Johan Ibsen, Norwe- used in the treatment of pulmoEtta Taylor, Herman White, Cline C. Clements today named a Con- Governor and for five years
Murphy, Elijah Lamb, Vernon stitutional Revision Commission judge of the Court of Appeals, gian poet and dramatist, was of nary and catarrhal trouble and
White, and Boyd and Misses Ann of seven lawyers of relatively one-time member Of the State mixed Danish, German, Nor- also as an external application
high attainment in the professwegian and Scotch descent.
to bruises and swellings,
Mcrris and Bonnie Holloway.
Board of Bar Examiners.
ion to make a study of constituElvis J. Stahr, Jr., Lexington,
tional revision and to recommend
Everybody reads the Leader
to the General Assembly desir- dean of the University of Kenabie changes in the present in- tucky law college and recently
voted one of the ten outstanding
strument.
young men of the year by the
"Practically everyone recogUnited States Junior Chamber of
nizes serious defects in tt:e presCommerce.
INSURANCE on your City and Farm Prope
Automobile
ent Constitution, even among
Edwin R. Denney, Mt. Vernon,
those
who
have
felt
a
constitutionFor You To Feel Well
and Trucks, Life Insurance, Compensation, Accident-Health
al convention unnecessary," Gov- former member of the General
24 hours every day,
day• every
Assembly, former Circuit Judge,
week, never stopping, the kidney. filter
ernor Clements said.
tenete matter frost the blood.
and Hospital Service!
If more people were swaps of bow the
"The necessity for some change graduate of the University of
kidneys must constantly 1,1610•• MarKentucky.
is apparent. The men I have nampl. fluid, muter acid. arid other levet*
For your general Insurance D•Pda, orr or mil
matter that cannot nay in the bleed
The Commission is composed of
ed to study the problems are perwithout Injury to health, there would
be bettor understanding of erby the
sons of integrity and standing in five Democrats—Judge Smith,
whole system is upeet when kidney, fat
the community from whence they former Judge Stites, Clarke, Millito function properly.
Burning,scanty or too frequent urinahail, and long recognized for their ken, and Stahr—and two ReGENERAL•Eli
tion sometimm wares that something
is wrong. You may suffer nagging hh.tlegal attainments. They are amply publicans—Willis and Denney.
A Special Purchase of 100 only makes this event
ache, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
qualified to interpret the Constirod'
Wily not try Doom's Pills? Yon will
Every day some 6,000,000 peo106 E. Court Square
Phone 248
Princeton, Ky,
tuti6n and to see its shortcomings
possible ... be here at 8:30 for this real PENNEY
be using a medicine recommended the
country over. Doan'.•tlroulate the (yarnpie
travel
New
York's
as
237
well."
miles
lion of the kidneys and help Duni to
flush out poisonous tenets in. the
"The General Assembly itself of subways and elevated lines.
Glorious tone -- itairrd
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doan'. today. thes with ermadenes.
must propose whatever amendAt ail drug storea.
lone—in
as beautiful
ments are deemed desirable, but
the advice of men of this caliber
radio as you ever saw. Rich
should always be welcome. Needwood plastic cabilet with
less to say the Commission includes fair-minded men who were
Multiereave metal grill tubes
members of opposing sides in the
ratifier. Model 202.
recent constitutional convention
discussions and represent diver$34.9
Only
gent schools of thought."
11•••••••••••••••••••••••••
While the personnel of the
Commission is composed entirely
COMO
of lawyers it is considered likely
WO 0E000
that they will consult with laymen from all the professions in
making recommendations.
The Revision Commission will
We invite you to inspect our machinery and get our prices
serve without pay and solely in
an advisory capacity.
Named to the Commission were:
before you buy.
Judge Ira D. Smith, Hopkinsville, Circuit Judge of the Christian-Lyon -Trigg-Calloway judicial
district for twenty-two years,
former member of the General
Assembly.
Princeton, Kentucky
James W. Stites, Louisville,
former Judge of the Court of
INO

Otter Pond

AT PENNEY'S

Attorneys Named
On Commission To
Study Constitution

LACE TRIM
TAFFETA

SLIPS
$1.00

QUICK RELIEF F

STOMACH UL
EXCESS

DO YOU NEED - - - -

Kidneys Must
Work Well-

ONE DAY ONLY
FRIDAY, FEB. 4

BUSCH CUMMINS INSURANCE

do luxe table

a116

BARGAIN

DOAN'S PILLS

FARM MACHINERY!

Don't Let This
Happen to You!!

We Now Have A Full Line Of Farm Machinery
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Safety Sue Says - -

11.

i41

1#6.

,• .
FREEZING WINTER WEATHER Apit
Is the Enemy of Old Batteries! ,t
1 Orli
f
Come in .. Well Test Your
4111119FI
Battery

FREE • • •
For 3 Days Only
it

t-1

IVES

'ff 9.4ie Trade-In

AlwaysB Card
Sunday School teachers, instructors in the City Schools
and in
the County Schools, parents and other adults of the
who are primarily interested in the safety of children community
have been
,presented beautiful booklets "Safety Sue and Her
Friends",
in
color lithography, by the B. Na Lusby Co.
These booklets are available at our store, in the
Safety for the Children of America ... the Citizens of interest of
This is a service we are happy about for, please Tomorrow.
remember we
are ..."IN BUSINESS FOR YOUR HEALTH"

Always Be Careful
The Folks At Home
Await Your Safe Return

uTPo50•0 Allowance
FOR YOUR OLD BATTERY
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A NEW
GUARANTEED

'Preston.
BATTERY

DUNN & OLIVER
Firestone Products
N. F., Court Square
S. W. DUNN

D-X Motor Oils, Fuel
Phone 835

R. M. OLIVER

B. N. Lusby Co.
PRINCETON,

•

Alandsounsi . _deoentlabis,
economical—for homes
beyond the
$44.95
pow*, lines. MODAL 141

ctl

)
J ct
Bea:aqui to look .1 ...di
km sleek modern design and
sand rubbed walnut cabinet.
Beesstifsal to beer — with
plenty of power and the
richness of G-E natural 0,1
Cc tone.
Ecomorilicol to operate Battery pack rated at 1.000
hours gives almost a year et
average use.
Dependable to Ill.— Built
for trouble free servur try
General Electric—leader in
radio. television and glee
%tonics.

cl)ci
$litor'4u'e

Enjoy both standard hew&
casts (540-1710 kc.) and shortwave (VA M.) lac.)
$54.95
Model zso.

Princeton Lu mber
Company
Phone 260
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"The Boy Scout movement represents a brotherhood of
boys which could grow into the brotherhood of man with a
better understanding between all men, something which
the people of the earth have yearned for over the years.
"The Scouts' oath to uphold the United States, its Constitution and its institutions gives one renewed hope that
despite the dark shadows that lie across our path, this
country will be preserved and handed on by the succeeding
generations as it was handed to us by our forefathers."
—BERNARD M. BARUCH
"Strengthen the Arm of Liberty"
By negpmg the Boy Scouts Grow

"OnMyHonorIWillDoMyBest...ToDoMyDuty...To Help Other People.. .To
Keep Myself Strong ..."
This is the Youth of America ...That Younger Generation which holds the future of our country in the palm of its hand. Whatis the future going
to be? What kind of world are these children going to make? They are individuals to whom we must look for the Future Peace and Security.
This month hundreds of thousands of boys will celebrate BOY SCOUT WEEK. They are doing their best to maneuver "All-Out" Aid for Uncle
Sam. They are part of you ...the part that is the future of American Peace and Security. Don't be afraid of tomorrow. They aren't! Trustworthy
...Loyal... Brave...Clean... marching along with their heads up...an example to other youths of all nations..."To do my duty to God and my
country....to help other people..." That is the youth of America!

FROM THE LEADERS OF TODAY TO THE LEADERS OF TOMORROW!

Princeton Chiropractic Clinic

Plan To Attend The SCOUT CIRCUS at Madisonville, Friday Night, April 29

'

purpose ut organizing -a unit , of
NUrtien Are In-ited To
state registered practical nurses,
Hopkinsville Meeting
Undergraduates and practical it is announced.
nurses are invited to attend a
Lloyd Oliver HI
meeting at the home of Mrs. RayLloyd Oliver is Ill in the Jenmond DeMoss, 1701 Phelps Ave- nie Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
nue, Hopkinsville, Tuesday night,
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Feb. 8, at 7:30 o'clock, for the

suit
18 Cheerful colors and color to
every spot in your home
5.00
•

cal.
FLOOR ENAMEL $4.00
cat.

MADE TO WALK ON
to Keep New
High Gloss • Super Tough • Easy

PORCH and
DECK PAINT $4.00
Weather Resisting
and attractive
To keep your porch and steps clean

LINOQUICK
THE ALL-PURPOSE INTERIOR VARNISH
A Clear Synthetic Made Especially for Use on Floors,
Gal.
Linoleum and Woodwork

$5.An

REGARDLESS OF PRICE

RED SPOT PAINT
IS GUARANTEED TO BE THE BEST PAINT EVER MIXED

YOUR FRIENDLY HARDWARE

Programs Planned
For Each Day By
Baptist Church
Included in Girls' Auxiliary
Focus Week of the First Baptist
Church, February 6-12, will be a
Mother and Daughter banquet at
6 o'clock Thursday night, Feb. 10,
to which all mothers and daughers of the church are invited. Mrs.
Marshall Etheridge, associational
young people's leader, will speak.
Monday the girls will visit missionary circles of the church;
Tuesday they will meet at 4 o'clock in the church, to make tray
cards for the hospital; Wednesday they will take part in the
prayer service, at 7 o'clock; Friday there will be wort( at 4 o'clock of Forward Steps, and
Seturday at 4 o'clock, they will
study the G. A. manual.
This program is to focus full
attention of church, home and
community upon the young people's organization and to stimulate missionary interest of the
members.

4 HOUR ENAMEL

JOINER'S

G. A. Focus Week Classified Ads
To Be Feb. 6-12

OR SALE: Dark Tobacco Seed
of Best Quality,'several varieties. See your dealer or order
from growers. $1.00 per package. Shaffer & Kurtz, Hen4tc
shaw, Kentucky,

FOR SALE: I used Maytag
Washer; I used 7-ft. Frigidaire
refrigerator; 1 used gas range;
all in good condition. McConnell
ltc
Electric.
AUCTION SALE: 10 o'clock Saturday, Feb. 5, kitchen cabinet,
dish cabinet, coal or wood
range, table, chairs, other house
hold goods, coal Home place
sold. Annie McChesney, Farmltp
ersville.
For your auto and truck repairing needs, visit Homer Fuller's
itc
garage on Dawson Road
Kennedy and Stallins - Electrical contractors; BRA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
tfc
Phone 365-J or 54I-W,
WANTED: Experienced bookkeeper; state qualifications, age
and experience in own nandwriting. Box 560. Princeton,
ltc
Ky.

ONE DAY radio service on 01
makes and models. SatisfacPfc. G. R. Powell Aids
tory work at reasonable prices
In Air Lift Operations
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's RaPfc. George R. Powell is helpdio Shop. South Jefferson at
ing maintain the constant flow
the Railroad. Call 423-J. tfc
of parts and supplies necessary
flySALE: 1935 Plymouth for
FOR
planes
Lift
to keep the Air
sale or trade; completely overing day and night into Berlin.
hauled. See Homer Fuller at
Pfc. Powell, who is with the fietth
Fuller's Garage, Dawson Road.
Troop Carrier Wing, Fassberg
Itc
Royal Air Force Station, British
Zone, northern Germany, served Car Haden, Stewart Warner
in the European Theater during
repaired, installed,
Heaters
the war. He received the Bronze
sold. Williams Texaco Service
Star medal, Combat InfantryStation. Corner Plufn & Main.
man's badge, ETO ribbon with
tfc
Phone 557.
three bronze stars, and the
American Defense, Occupation PIANOS: Both new and used.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
and Good Conduct ribbons.
52tp
Hopkinsville, Ky.

USED CARS!
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

HODGE MOTOR SALES & IMPLEMENT CO,
(Use Our Pick-Up and Delivery Service)

Tigers Win Over
Charleston Team
Beat Dawson Springs
Friday; Fredonia
Defeats Salem ,
Tallying only three points to
Charleston's 13 in the last quarter, the Butler Tigers still managed to eke out a 41-40 win over
the visitors in a basketball game
played Tuesday night.
The Tigers bell a comfortabl.
lead until the last frame, but
were saved by the final whistle
when the Charleston team put on
pressure.
McCaslin was high scorer with
13, and Barrett second with 10.
Other Tiger scores were P'Pool,
8; Williamson, 5; Lee, 3, and Ortt,
2. Charleston scoring was by
Menser, 9; R. Haskins, 8; B. Laifoon, 6; Farar, 5; R. Laffoon and
Sisk, 4 each, and R. Lynn and
Harper, 2 each.
The Tigers came from behind
last Friday night to defeat the
Panthers of Dawson Springs 4437. The Panthers led 8-7 at the
first quarter and 26-21 at the
half. Butler picked up a twopoint lead at the end of the third
and held on until the game ended.
Tiger scoring was Barrett, 15;
P'Pool, 9; Franklin, 8, and Babb
and McCaslin, 6 each. Hazel was
high for the Panthers with 11;
Ford and Nichols, 10 each; Wyatt,
3; Lamb, 2, and Thomas, I.
Tuesday night Fredonia Yellow
Jackets had no trouble with
Salem, defeating the visiting team
61-44. Akridge tallied 25 and
Wigginton 18 to set the pace.
Riley made 8; Vinson, 6; Francis
and Rogers, 2 each, and Walker,
1. Norman, with 19, was high for
Salem.
Friday night the Tigers will
play Trigg County there and
the Jackets will go to Calvert
City.

WANTED: Work on a house in
A U. S. Public Health Survey
Big Spring Bottom. Bids solicit- on the eyes of 1,000,000 persons
ltp
ed. H. P. Sims.
showed that 20 percent of those
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety in the 17-18 year age group had
glass cut and installed in all visual problems; 39 percent of
cars. Williams Texaco Service those at the age of 30; 71 perStation, Corner Plum & main. cent of those at 50, and 80 pertfc cent of those at 80.
Phone 557.

t

Thursday, Februar

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Recuperating In Hospital
Mrs. James Stevens is recuperating satisfactorily in the Princeton Hospital after a major operation, The Leader has been informed.

On
On Basketball Squad
nAlifiru
yinE
ed
'r Paid is in
gtkileiliw
Billy Glen Cat twright is on the
Yoortiv•dken,
ya,
buying trip
basketball squad at San Diego, G
oDnepaarthument Story,
Cal., naval base, where he is taking boot training. He is the son
Everybody reads The
of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Cartwright.

SALE
CAN GOODS
NIGHT, FEB. 5, 1949

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

Early June

Browns Valley Blackeyed

Peas

19-os. can, reg. price
CaNe of 24 for
Kentucky Beauty-if-as. east

Pork & Beans...

price, 2 for

10c Lapel Peas
$2.23

25c K
$2.75

24 for
Scott County

Case of

20-0z. can, reg. pricelk

Cake of 24 for
Maze, Wisconsin
raut
29-oz. can
Case of 24 for
Big Boy Vegetable

regular price

1225

9c S

Li

ma Beans 19-oz. can, reg. price
82.00
Case of 24 for
Kewpie, fancy, golden bantam

reg. price
28 oz can
oup
Case of 24 for
Delmonico, extra standard

21c Tomatoes
12 M
12/
Dried Prunes
24c
Orange Juice
10c
Asparagus
10c
Chili Con Carne
40c Baby Food
19c Laundry Bleach

10c

2c
/
171
16t
12t
22t
27/
2t
1
38t
32t
95t

Contract
cnnstru
Ho
opened T
, New
owl $50,219
n Fends In
;sons Says
pow:
avened '

19-oz. can, reg. price

C

19-oz. can, reg. price

orn
Case of 24 for

Milk

$3.98

13.4S

Case of 24 for

olasses New Orleans, pure, lb

Sunshine condensed, tall can

Standard, halves or slices-Ruby

Peaches
Apple Sauce
Tomato Soup

29-oz. can

Wolverine

19-oz. can

Heinz

11 oi ran

Loving ('up

Coffee
Fruit Cocktail

1 lb pkg

Stokely

46-oz. can
Rosedale, green and white cut spears

19-oz. can

Armour's Star, with beans

lb

44 oz can,

Hunt's

16-oz. can

12 for

with as
t, furnit

expense
ire handl'
NO C°ntra

port of the

SIN

had,in sight

low bids
00.328,
. Gapers!
D. .1
siL Lee
;heating
ts), Larkins

Hy Clo, qt. btillt
opoi, (7
Co,
ilidbisi
), American
" Pa. $7.TTP•
0 bid)
1138 10t.
• ikvc

MEAT SPECIALS

SLICED

aogninittee,
id,

16-oz. can

Gerbers, &sat strained

3-lbs. $1.15

-em here T
to the presen
WI/ Jud
of

BACON Armour's Crescent or Field's Worthinore,

lb.

41c

SUGAR CURED JOWL i„. 19c
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Apples
Radishes

FOR SALE: Fescue Seed, clean,
first quality. Phone 99 day; Executor's Notice
All persons knowing themNight Farmersville exchange
selves to be indebted to the estate
903. Clifton Clitt and Marvin
of the late Fred Taylor will
3tp
Sigler.
please come forward and settle
FOR SALE: 1948 Plymouth two- accounts on or before February
door sedan. Low mileage. Phone 20; and all persons having
ltc claims against the said estate
511-J. C. W. Coleman
will please present same for payFOR SALE: 4 rooms and bath; ment.
full basement; modern home, E.
Rturisey B. Taylor, Executor 3tc
Main. Priced to sell. Cummins
Insurance Agency. Phone 520-J
Itc

0,

Texas

York

48c Carrots
2c Lettuce
1
7/

excellent cookers, 5-lbs

full bunches, each 9c, 3 for 25C

4 dos. size

Texas,

crisp, bunch

large giant heads,

each

19c

Listen tc "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
WVJS 6 P. M.

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR

YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

For more beautiful walls u $ e
RED SPOT flat wall paint only 23.00 gal.-in 12 matched
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Parmolite finish. JOINER'Stic
your friendly hardware.

at KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
COME IN AND SEE THESE GREAT VALUES DURING OUR

CHECK THESE ITEMS!! SEE THEM!! YOU'LL WANT 'EMI!
KROEHLER GEORGEOUS
11-PIECE POSTER BED
TWO-PIECE
GROUP
Decorated walnut suite with large post bed,
_LIVING ROOM SUITE
roomy .chest, Circle mirror vanity and bench
.
. . . . helical top coil spring, 50-lb. cotton
mattress, pair of pillows, a soft warm comfort and a pair of vanity lamps.
YOU SAVE 240.75

Regular Price
$190.70- Now

$149.95

New and modern in styling. Made as only
Kroehler can make, with famous cushionized
construction.,Beautiful pastel colors in long
wearing frieze mohair covers, several choices.
You need only to read these lines to know
what a great value this is. Regular price
$269.95.

Now Only

$189.00

$1.00 PER SQUARE YD.
on
ALL BROADLOOM CARPET
9 Ft. or 12 Ft. Rolls

2PRICE
1
EXACTLY/

$2.50 PER SQUARE YD.
on
BROADLOOM CARPETS
In Lengths Of Less Than
12 Feet

Special Group of Tables Including
DRUM, END, PEMBROKE,
COCKTAIL AND TIER TABLES
IN MAHOGANY
Also Special Group of MAPLE
Tables . . . You Save Exactly One.
Half Of Regular Price

FOR RENT: Merchantile building
20x70 with parking space. UpInsurance
town.
Cummins
ltc
Agency. Phone 520-J.
FOR SALE: 5-rooms and bath,
modernly equipped. Lakeview
Cummins
Road. A bargain.
Insurance Agency. Phone 520-J
Itc
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FOR SALE: Fire insurance, automobile insurance with savings
ranging from $3 to $25. Cummins Insurance Agency. Phone
ltc
520-J

iei

PAYMENTS
As Low As
$1.00
PER WEEK

USE YOUR CREDIT
Buy On One Of Our
BUDGET PAYMENT
PLANS

The lotus is a member of the
water-lily family.

RADIO
Repair
All Makes
Service Guaranteed

,PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S
(Incorporated)

The Big Store

19 Floors

Keach's Has III

%get mars,.
ad weal

• +nek
A total of 958 head of
were.amid. Monday. on. Lto give-.
stork rititritzt he-x.4_144r wj iP• "

See These Stunning Bargains
Tomorrow

THE BIGGEST STOREWIDE SALE IN KEACH'S HISTORY
EVERYTHING REDUCED EXCEPT FAIR TRADED ITEMS

.7.1"tobhaedt
Ass it

Livestock Market

Prices were about the same as the
week before.
958
TOTAL HEAD
Good quality fat steers $22-$24
Medium quality butcher
cattle
$20-$23
$22-$24
Baby Beeves
$17-$19
Fat cows
$14-$16
Canners and cutters
Stock cattle
$20-$24
$2l-$24
Feeder cattle
$35
No. 1 Veals
$32
No. 2 Veals
$18.25-$26
Throwouts
$20.75
Hogs, 200-230
$19.00
235-280
285 and up
$18.00
$17.50
120-155
$19.75
160-195
Roughs, 450 and under. $15.50
$15.00
Roughs over 450

Seminary St
Phone 260
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Girl Scout
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•Leaders of unions representing railroad engineers and firemen seek to force
railroads to add extra, needless men on
diesel locomotives. This is sheer waste
-a "make-work" program which would
mean fewer improvements and higher
costa-for YOU!
Railroads use modern diesel locomotives because they are one of the means of giving
faster, better service to you.
Two men compose the crew of a diesel.
They occupy a clean, comfortable cab at the
front. The engineer handles the throttle. The
fireman sits and watches the track ahead.
With no coal to shovel, he has practically
nothing else to do.
No Benefit To You
Now the leaders of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen want
to use the dieml locomotive as a means 'of
forcing a feather-bedding scheme on the railroads. The extra men they propose to add to
the diesel crews are not needed. There is no
work for them.
The union leaders are fighting among themselves about which union should furnish
theme extra, needless. men.The Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers have even threatened
a strike. You may not be interested in this d ispute of these two union's, but you would he
vitally concerned if them group, succeed in
putting through this feather-bedding scheme,
becaus. it would mean a slowing up of the
improvement program of the railroade-of
which the dieml is the outstanding symbol
Diesel crews are among the highest paid

tt,
61141
tkopiimbt.
?thin, to
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railroad employes real aristocrats of labor!
Their pay is high by any standard. Granting
of these demands, therefore, would mean that
the railroads would he paying out millions in
unearned wages to those in the very highest
pay brackets.
We'd Like To Spend This Money On You
You know how much the diesel ham meant to
rou in increased speed, comfort and convenience. The railroa4 have many more of them
on order for even greater improvement in
service to you. But needless drains of money,
such as this present demand of the unions for
needless men on dieeels, reduce the ability of
the railroads to spend money on better eerylos for you.
Proud ILI the railroads are of the diesel, it is
only•email part of their improvement program. Since the War, literally billions of dotter* have been spent on improvement of

tracks and stations, on new passenger and
freight cars, as well am on diesel locomoto(s,
and on the many other less conspicuous ds
taila of railroading that contribute to Unproved service.
FeatIssevgedding Meant Lees Service To Ye*
But brazen feather-bedding schemes like the
one now proposed would, if succeseful, divert
large sums of money from our present improvement programa. Even worse,they make
improvements like the diesel worthless. 11
making the cost of their operation prohibitive.
Thee° demands are against YOUR interests
-as well as those of the railroads. They are
schemes to "make work". Neither you mu
the railroads should be forced to pay socl- •
penalty for progress.
That's why the railroads are resisting thew
"make work" demands to the last ditch-- tad
why they are telling you about them.
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